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2005-06 La Salle Men's Basketball Roster
Hometown/High School
Washington, DC/Gonzaga
Philadelphia, PA/West Catholic (Siena)
Diego Martin, Trinidad/ Life Center Academy
Frenchtown, NJ/Delaware Valley Regional
Baltimore, MD/St. Francis
Philadelphia, PA/St. John Neumann
Springfield, MA/ Salisbury School
Lagos, Nigeria/Forest Hill School
Frederick, MD/Thomas Johnson
Philadelphia, PA/Northeast
Philadelphia, PA/Bishop McDevitt
Voorhees, NJ/Eastern Regional
Northboro, MA/River School
Numerical Roster
No. Name CI. Pos. Ht. Wt.
1 Paul Johnson FR F 6-6 195
2 Marshall Taylor FR. F 6-4 205
3 Sherman Diaz SO. F 6-4 190
4 Andrew Lewis* SO. G 6-3 185
n Darnell Harris SO. G 6-1 165
14 Tabby Cunningham SO. G 5-8 160
20 Sean Neal JR. G 6-2 185
21 Lewis Fadipe SR. F/C 6-io 215
23 Jermaine Thomas SR. G 6-2 175
30 Steven Smith SR. F 6-9 225
34 Andrew Crawford* FR. F 6-3 195
41 Brad Cohen* FR. G 6-1 200
42 Mike St. John JR. F 6-8 230
Alphabetical Roster
No. Name CI. Pos. Ht. Wt.
41 Brad Cohen* FR. G 6-1 200
34 Andrew Crawford* FR. F 6-3 195
14 Tabby Cunningham SO. G 5-8 160
3 Sherman Diaz SO. F 6-4 190
21 Lewis Fadipe SR. F/C 6-10 215
11 Darnell Harris SO. G 6-1 165
1 Paul Johnson FR F 6-6 195
4 Andrew Lewis* SO. G 6-3 185
20 Sean Neal JR. G 6-2 185
30 Steven Smith SR. F 6-9 225
42 Mike St. John JR. F 6-8 230
2 Marshall Taylor FR. F 6-4 205
23 Jermaine Thomas SR. G 6-2 175
Hometown/High School
Voorhees, NJ/Eastern Regional
Philadelphia, PA/Bishop McDevitt
Philadelphia, PA/St. John Neumann
Diego Martin, Trinidad/Life Center Academy
Lagos, Nigeria/Forest Hill School
Baltimore, MD/St. Francis
Washington, DC/Gonzaga
Frenchtown, NJ/Delaware Valley Regional
Springfield, MA/Salisbury School
Philadelphia, PA/Northeast
Northboro, MA/ River School
Philadelphia, PA/West Catholic (Siena)
Frederick, MD/Thomas Johnson
*walk-on
Explorers by Class: Seniors (3), Juniors (2), Sophomores (4), Freshmen (4)
Head Coach: Dr. John Giannini (North Central '84, second season, 17th overall)
Assistant Coaches: Walt Fuller (Drexel, '87, first season)
Horace Owens (Rhode Island '83, second season)
Ashley Howard (Drexel '04, second season)
Director of Basketball Operations: Harris Adler (University of Sciences '98, second season)
Pronunciation Key:
Fadipe- Fah-DEE-Pay
Giannini - JAH-Nee-Nee
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Dr. John Giannini
Head Coach
Second Season
North Central
Career Record: 321-177
After going 10-19 in his f' rst season at the helm of the La Salle
men's basketball team, Dr. John Giannini has led the
Explorers to quite a turnaround in his second campaign at
20th and Olney. La Salle finished the regular season at 18-9,
with a 10-6 mark in Atlantic 10 Conference play, and enjoyed
rst winning season in 12 years. For his efforts, Giannini
was selected as a finalist for the Jim Phelan Award for
national coach of the year.
The Explorers turned heads by opening the season with
seven straight wins, a feat they accomplished twice during season. La Salle also notched their most A-10 road wins in
a season, winning four conference games away from Tom Gola Arena, and finished with their best A-10 record since
joining the league in 1995. In addition, the Explorers put an end to a 15-game Big Five losing streak with a win over
Temple.
Considering the short amount of time that Giannini has been at La Salle, guiding the Explorers to their first winning
season in 12 years is no small feat.
On Aug. 23, 2004, La Salle introduced Giannini as the 18th head coach in the history of Explorer men's basketball.
The late-summer appointment negated any recruiting efforts, leaving Coach Giannini with a team consisting of only
seven available scholarship players for most of the season.
This short-handed team showed consistent improvement, going 5-5 in its last 10 games, ending Massachusetts'
season in the first round of the Atlantic 10 Tournament and notching victories over Xavier, Fordham, and Richmond
before taking Xavier to the wire in the A-10 quarterfinals.
Giannini came to Philadelphia after an impressive eight-year run at the University of Maine where he built the Black
Bears into a perennial force in the America East Conference. During his tenure, Giannini compiled the best record of
any coach in Maine history by going 125-111 with a pair of 20-win seasons, five trips to the America East semifinals or
better, and appearances in the AEC's championship in game two of his last three seasons in Orono. The two 20-win
campaigns are the only two on record in program history.
Over his last six seasons, after having two years of recruiting, he has accumulated more wins than any other coach
in the conference with a record of 107-61. Giannini's Black Bear teams also notched major road wins at Providence,
Marquette, Northwestern and St. Louis.
Giannini's knack for winning began much closer to the Philadelphia area, having spent seven seasons as head coach
at Rowan University in nearby Glassboro, NJ. During his run as the Profs head coach, he amassed a 168-38 record and
a Division Mi National Championship in
B
1996 with a team that went 28-4.
Before becoming the head coach at I
Rowan, Giannini served on Lou Henson'sl
staff at the University of Illinois from \
1987-89. In his two seasons as a gradu-
ate assistant, the Mini made two trips to I
the NCAA Tournament including a Final!
Four appearance in 1989 with a team|
that went 31-5 in the regular season.
The Giannini File
Dr. John's Quick Hits
The Explorers are 61 in overtime games
under Coach Giannini.
- 14 of Giannini's wins with La Salle have
come away from Tom Gola Arena.
- Giannini has a record of 14-10 at Tom
Gola Arena.
1993-94 20-2
1994-95 27-4
1995-96 28-4
1996-97 7-20
1997-98 11-20
1998-99 19-9
1999-00 24-7
2000-01 18-11
2001-02 12-18
2002-03 14-16
2003-04 20-1C
2004-05 10-19
2005-06 18-9
rOTAL ?21-1
School Postseason
Rowan NJAC Tournament, ECAC Tournament
Rowan NJAC Tournament, NCAA Tournai
Rowan NJAC Tournament, ECAC Tournament
Rowan NJAC Tournament, NCAA Tournament
Rowan NJAC Tournament, NCAA Tournament
Rowan NJAC Tournament, NCAA Tournament
Rowan NJAC Tournament, NCAA Champions
Maine America East Tournament
Maine America East Tournament
Maine America East Tournament. Semifinals
Maine America East Tournament, Semifinals
Maine America East Tournament, Semifinals
Maine America East Tournament, Final
Maine America East Tourn -
Maine America East Tournament, Final
La Salle Atlantic 10 Tournament, Quarterfinals
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#21 Lewis Fadipe
Senior Forward/Center
6-10 225
Lagos, Nigeria Forest Hill School
2005-06: Appeared in every game for La Salle, starting 25. ..had seven boards and four points against Saint Louis. ..pulled down
four rebounds at Fordham... corralled six rebounds and scored four points at George Washington. ..had five rebounds against
Dayton. ..grabbed six rebounds against St. Bonaventure...had five rebounds and three points at Xavier.. .scored six points and
pulled six rebounds at Massachusetts. ..netted six points against Temple. ..scored eight points and blocked three shots at
Duquense...grabbed eight rebounds, scored seven points and swatted three shots at Penn...had seven points and six rebounds
against Rhode Island. ..grabbed eight rebounds, scored two points and blocked two shots at Richmond. ..netted eight points,
adding four rebounds against Duquesne... registered four points, two rebounds and two blocks against Hofstra...scored a career-
high 12 points against St. Francis on 4-for-9 shooting, also had seven rebounds. ..tallied two points, two rebounds and three blocks
at Villanova...had three rebounds and two points against Florida International. ..grabbed four boards at Central Connecticut
State. ..registered 10 points, four rebounds and a block at James Madison. ..scored three points and swiped four rebounds against
Drexel... recorded career highs in rebounds (nine) and blocks (five) against Mount St. Mary's. ..also scored nine points against the
Mount. ..registered two points and two rebounds against American. ..scored six points and snared three boards at UMBC.
2004-05: Saw action in 27 games...made three starts...scored a season-high eight points against Fordham on Feb. 6 on 3-for-3
shooting.. .pulled in eight rebounds at Mount St. Mary's on Dec 1... blocked four shots against Xavier on Feb. 27. ..shot 47 percent
on the season.
2003-04: Missed the game against Dayton on Jan. 24 due to an elbow injury...led the Explorers in blocked shots 13 times this
season...shot 4-4 from the field at Massachusetts on Jan. 7...grabbed three offensive boards against Virginia Commonwealth on
Dec. 22 and at Lafayette on Nov. 29. ..assisted on one basket in four games this season. ..played in 28 games for the season.
2002-03: Appeared in 10 games before a season-ending dislocation and
fracture of his elbow during the George Washington game (Jan. 11). ..in limited
action, gathered 2.1 rpg and scored 2.7 ppg...scored 11 points and blocked
four shots against Quinnipiac (Dec. 30). ..pulled down four rebounds against
USC (Dec. 21)...posted six points and two blocked shots against Delaware
(Nov. 22).
High School: A native of Largos, Nigeria, trained two seasons with the Lagos
Islanders before coming to the United States. ..enrolled at Christian Faith aI^jI^
Center Academy in Creedmour, NC, in Jan. 2002, where he played sparingly
after joining the team late in the season. ..rated as a high major player in
Eastern Scouting Report...seen as a rebounder and shot blocker while devel-
oping his raw offensive talent.
Fadipe's Career Highs
Points 12 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
Minutes 26 vs. Mount St. Mary's (11/30/05)
FGM 5 vs. Quinnipiac (12/30/03)
FGA 9 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
3PM n/a
3 PA 1 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/04)
FTM 5 vs. Rhode Island (1/18/06)
FTA 8 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
Rebounds 9 vs. Mount St. Mary's (11/30/05)
Assists 2 at Temple (3/5/05)
Blocks 5 vs. Mount St. Mary's (11/30/05)
Steals 2, four times
Fadipe's Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN FGTGA pa 3FG-3FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG PF FO A TO B S PTS AVG
200203 10/0 106 il-18 .611 0-0 .000 5-8 .625 9 12 21 2.1 24 2 8 7 1 27 2.7
200304 28/0 338 17-35 .486 0-0 .OOO 7-21 -333 28 27 55 2.0 48 4 20 19 9 41 1-5
2004 05 27/3 357 21-45 .467 0-1 .OOO 15-34 -441 35 33 68 2-5 62 3 6 22 14 6 57 2.1
2005-06 27/25 4'4 39-83 .470 0-0 .000 33-55 600 50 67 117 4-3 72 3 5 16 33 9 ill 4-1
TOTALS 92/28 1215 88 178 -494 0-1 .000 60118 .508 122 139 261 2.8 206 6 17 72 74 25 236 2.6
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La Salle Men's Basketball
La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games
#21 FADIPE, Lewis
| ---TOTAL---
| I---3-PTS--
FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA I
I
REBOUNDS |
FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
c UMBC Retrievers 11-20-05
^ERICAN 11-26-05
DUNT SAINT MARY'S 11-30-05
12/3/05
1 James Madison 12/11/05
J Central Connecticut 12/18/05
:u 12-20-05
) Villanova 12/22/05
T. FRANCIS 12-28-05
'fstra 12-30-05
^QUESNE 01-04-06
: RICHMOND
IARLOTTE
01/07/06
01/11/06
) Temple 1/14/06
10DE ISLAND 01-18-06
. Saint Joseph's 1/21/06
) Penn 01/25/06
ASS
? Duquesne
01/29/06
02/01/06
^IPLE 02/04/06
Massachusetts 2/8/06
" Xavier 02-11-06
k. BONAVENTURE 02/15/06
.ITON 02/18/06
" #6/6 George Washing 2-22-06
| Fordham Rams 03/01/06
INT LOUIS 03/04/06
fcais
lies played: 27
tnts/game: 4.1
! Pet: 47.0
»Pct: 60.0
000 2-2 1
25 414 39-83 .470 0-0 .000 33-55 .600 50 67 117 4.3 72 3 5 16 33 9 111 4.1
Rebounds/game : 4.3
Assists/game: 0.2
Turnovers/game: 0.6
Assist/turnover ratio: 0.3
Steals/game: 0.3
Blocks/game: 1.2
#30 Steven Smith
Senior Forward
6-9 225
Philadelphia, PA Northeast
2005 06: Appeared in every game for La Salle, starting all but one. ..had adouble-double with 26 points and 16 rebounds against Saint Louis...
netted 33 points and grabbed five boards at Fordham... scored 10 points and pulled down six boards at George Washington. ..named Atlantic 10
Player of the Week on Feb. 19. ..scored 25 points, grabbed eight rebounds and handed out three assists against Dayton. ..scored 22 points to go
along with six rebounds and six assists against St. Bonaventure... registered a double-double at Xavier with 23 points and 11 rebounds, adding
five assists and a pair of blocks. ..netted 10 points at Massachusetts. ..scored 21 points and connected on a career-high five three-pointers in win
over Temple. ..had 11 points, eight rebounds and four assists at Duquesne...had 24 points, nine rebounds and four assists against
Massachusetts. ..netted 23 points at Penn... registered 17 points and six rebounds at Saint Joseph's. ..had 16 points and six rebounds against
Rhode Island...scored 15 points and grabbed seven rebounds at Temple. ..registered a double-double against Charlotte with 17 points and 11
rebounds. ..had 14 points and seven rebounds at Richmond. ..scored 21 points against Duquesne...earned a double-double with 21 points and 10
boards against Hofstra.. .scored 16 points and added five rebounds and four assists against St. Francis...named Atlantic 10 Player of the Week on
Dec. 26. ..scored 13 points to go along with eight rebounds, three assists and two blocks at Villanova...had 16 points, nine rebounds, five assists
and three steals against Florida International. ..named Big 5 Player of the Week (Dec. 19) after scoring a career-high 41 points and grabbing 10
boards at Central Connecticut State. ..also six assists, three streals and a block against the Blue Devils. ..scored 10 points and added nine
rebounds at James Madison. ..also had three assists and three steals against the Dukes. ..named Atlantic 10 Player of the Week (Dec. 4)...
recorded a double-double against Drexel netting 26 points and grabbing 15 rebounds. ..scored a game-high 22 points against Mount St. Mary's,
adding seven rebounds. ..named Big 5 Player of the Week (Nov. 28). ..registered a double-double against American, scoring a game-high 31 points
and pulling in 13 rebounds. ..scored 15 points at UMBC, where he had nine boards.
2004-05: An Associated Press All-America honorable mention selection...named the Atlantic 10 Co-Player of the Year...became the 43rd player in
La Salle history to score 1,000 points on Dec. 28 at Mount Saint Mary's...was named the Atlantic 10 Player of the Week three times for the weeks
ending Dec. 25, Jan 1 and Feb. 12...scored 35 points on Dec. 22 at Cincinnati. ..led the A- 10 in scoring, averaging 20.3 points per game...recorded
a team-high 11 double-doubles...was twice named Big 5 Player of the Week for the weeks ending Dec. 25. Jan. 1... registered a career-high six
assists against Fordham on Feb. 6...finished third in the A- 10 in rebounding, grabbing -
8.5 boards per game. ..third in the A-10 in defensive rebounds (5.52 rpg) and free throw
shooting (81 percent)... finished fourth in the A-10 in offensive rebounds with 2.97
rpg.. .fifth in A-10 in field goal percentage after converting 43 percent of his shots...was
'
a Preseason All-Atlantic 10 selection.
2003-04: An Atlantic 10 All-Conference Third Team selection...named Most Valuable
Player of the Dr. Pepper Classic in Chattanooga, TN... notched eight double-doubles
this season, including a 20-point, 15-rebound performance against Penn on Jan.
14...ranked in the Top 15 in six categories in the Atlantic 10 Conference. ..tied for best
free throw shooting percentage (1.000, io-for-10) against Duquesne (Jan. 28)... tied for
third best rebound performance in a game for the Atlantic 10 with 15 against Penn on
Jan. i4„.led the Explorers in scoring in 10 games for the season...shot 11-13 (846) from
the field against St. Bonaventure on Feb. 14. ..shot 11-15 (-733) from the field against
James Madison on Dec. 3...knocked down three three-point shots at Duquesne (Jan.
28) and again at Dayton (Feb. 28). ..pulled down five offensive rebounds against Rhode
Island on Feb. 4 and grabbed six against Rhode Island in the season finale (March 10).
2002-03: Appeared and started in all 20 games he was dressed for...named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week three times before injuring his foot
and missing the rest of the season...selected to the Atlantic 10 All-Rookie Team...averaged 14.5 ppg, 8.1 rpg and 31.1 mpg...scored in double-
digits in 17 of 20 games played. ..scored a season-high 23 points against St. Bonaventure Qan. 18). ..pulled down 15 rebounds and posted 18 points
against Quinnipiac (Dec. 30)...accumulated five double-doubles in his freshman campaign. ..shot .889 from the floor on his way to scoring 21
points against Rutgers Qan. 4)...ended the season on fire with two straight double-doubles including a 19-point. 14-rebound effort against
Duquesne in his final game of the season (Feb. 8).
High School: A Philadelphia All-Public selection at Northeast High School in 2000-01. ..earned Second Team Daily News All-City honors in senior
year... scored 21 points and 14 rebounds en route to being named Most Valuable Player of the Donofrio Tournament in Conshohocken, PA
playing for HBA Waterview...averaged 1C.8 points, 10.0 rebounds and 3.0 assists per game as a senior.. .born April 12, 1983.
Smith's Career Highs
Points 41 at Central Connecticut State (1 2/18/05)
Minutes 59 at Central Connecticut State (1 2/18/05)
FGM 17 at Central Connecticut State (1 2/18/05)
FGA 27 at Central Connecticut State (1 2/18/05)
3PM 5 vs. Temple (2/4/0G)
3PA 8 vs. Duquesne (1/29/05)
FTM 11 vs. Dayton (2/18/06)
FTA 13 vs. Dayton (2/18/06)
Rebounds 16 vs. Saint Louis (3/4/06)
Assists 6 vs. Fordham (2/6/05)
6 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
6 vs. St. Bonaventure (2/15/06)
Blocks 3 vs. Xavier (2/27/05)
3 vs. CCSU (12/8/04)
Steals 5 vs. Dayton (1/24/04)
Smith's Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN TG FGA pa 3rG 3FGA per FT FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG pr ro a TO B S PTS AVG
2002-03 20/20 622 106-208 .510 2156 •375 56-75 -757 36 126 162 8.1 62 1 17 50 13 18 289 14-5
2003-04 30/30 1057 187-409 •457 33101 •327 105-128 .820 79 165 244 8.! 96 2 34 80 13 32 512 17.1
2004-05 29/29 1153 206-481 .428 34116 .293 142-176 .807 86 160 246 8.5 83 2 60 122 23 47 588 20.3
2005-06 27/26 978 204-416 •490 2676 .342 107139 -770 56 160 216 8.0 68 2 68 98 23 31 541 20.0
TOTALS 106/105 3810 7031518 .463 114 347 329 410-518 .792 257 611 868 8.2 308 7 179 350 72 128 1930 18.2
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La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games
#30 SMITH, Steven
I
---TOTAL---
| |
3-PTS
| | REBOUNDS |
FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
UMBC Retrievers
RICAN
^TOT SAINT MARY'S
James Madison
Central Connectic
lllai
FRANCIS
FSTRA
lUESNE
| RICHMOND
ARLOTTE
E ISLAND1 OD
^ Saint Joseph':
H >IPLE
1 BONAVENTURE
'TON
'#6/6 George Wash
|Fordham Rams
INT LOUIS
11-20-05
11-26-05
11-30-05
12/3/05
12/11/05
. 12/18/05
12-20-05
12/22/05
12-28-05
12-30-05
01-04-06
01/07/06
01/11/06
1/14/06
01-18-06
1/21/06
01/25/06
01/29/06
02/01/06
02/04/06
2/8/06
02-11-06
02/15/06
02/18/06
ng 2-22-06
03/01/06
03/04/06
14-26
10-21
000 9-10
000 9-10
250 2-2 1
833 2 14
26 978 204-416 .490 26-76 .342 107-139 .770 56 160 216 8.0 68 2 68 98 23 31
6 2 2 15 15.0
2 31 23.0
1 1 2 22 22
-
7 1 26 23. S
3 3 10 20 i
4 1 3 41 24.2
5 2 3 16 23 B
8 2 1 13 21.8
6 1 1 16 21.1
5 1 1 21 21.1
2 1 3 21 21.1
3 14 20 5
6 2 1 17 28 :
4 15 i? )
2 1 16 L9 6
4 1 17 19.4
6 1 23 19 6
1 1 24 19.?
5 1 11 19.4
1 1 21 19 S
3 1 1 10 19.0
5 2 23 19 :
2 1 22 19 5
2 1 25 19 t
3 2 12 19 3
4 2 33 19 a
2 26 20
541 20
es played: 27
nts/game: 20.0
Pet: 49.0
Pet: 34.2
^Pct: 77.0
Rebounds /game: 8.0
Assists/game: 2.5
Turnovers/game: 3.6
Assist/turnover ratio: 0.7
Steals/game: 1.1
Blocks/game: 0.9
#23 Jermaine Thomas
Senior* Guard
6-2 175
Frederick, MD Thomas Johnson
2005-06: Senior guard has appeared in all 27 games this season, making 25 starts. ..scored 10 points against Saint Louis. ..netted
17 points on five three-pointers at Fordham... scored 10 points, addings four assists and three rebounds at George
Washington. ..had 17 points, five assists and three rebounds against Dayton. ..registered 17 points, eight assists and five rebounds
against St. Bonaventure... netted 18 points to go along with eight rebounds and six assists at Xavier... scored 12 points and
handed out six assists at Massachusetts. ..had nine points, six assists and five rebounds in win over Temple.. .netted 20 points at
Duquesne...scored 19 points, grabbed six rebounds and doled out five assists against Massachusetts. ..netted 10 points and pulled
six rebounds at Penn...scored eight points at Saint Joseph's. ..scored 16 points against Rhode Island. ..tallied eight points against
Charlotte. ..scored nine points and had five assists at Richmond. ..netted 12 points to go along with five assists and four rebounds
against Duquesne. ..scored nine points and added five assists and two rebounds against Hofstra...had 14 points and eight
rebounds against St. Francis. ..registered six points and six rebounds to go along with two assists at Villanova...tallied 13 points
(including his 1,000th career point), six rebounds and five assists against Florida International. ..registered 10 points, four boards
and four assists in 57 minutes at Central Connecticut State. ..scored seven points to go along with five rebounds and four steals at
James Madison. ..registered nine points and three boards against Drexel... tallied 18 points on
7-for-ii shooting against Mount St. Mary's.. .netted 14 points against American. ..had a game-high 17 points at UMBC.
2004-05: Scored a career-high 33 points while playing with a torn ligament in his left ring finger at Duquesne on Feb. 23...shot
7-for-8 from the three-point line in the same game...made at least four treys in 10 games. ..scored 20-plus points five times...shot
42 percent from the field and 39 percent from beyond the arc...grabbed a season-high six rebounds in three games. ..dished out
seven assists at Temple on March 5...appeared in all but one game, making 26 starts.
2003-04: Missed two games as a result of a concussion sustained in the Feb.
14 game against St. Bonaventure. ..scored in double-digits eight times...shot
50 percent or better 11 times... shot 5-7 from three-point range at Saint
Joseph's on Feb. 7. ..a starter in all but one game he competed in this
season...posted lone block of the season against Villanova on Dec. 6... led
the Explorers in scoring with 15 points against Appalachian State on Nov. 24
and tied for a team-high 16 points at Lafayette on Nov. 29...dished out a
team-high assists in nine games.
2002-03: One of four Explorers to appear in all 29 games and the only
Explorer to start in every game...was one of three Explorers to earn an
]
Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week honor...owned an 11.5 ppg average along with 1
a 4.3 assists per game average as a freshman...boasted a .790 free throw :
percentage (124-157)...scored twenty or more points in three games
including Cincinnati, where he tallied 25 points (Dec. 14)...dished out nine
assists while scoring 13 points against Duquesne (Feb. 8)...pulled down nine
rebounds, assisted on four Explorer baskets and scored 20 points against Temple where he went 6-8 from the three-point line
(March 6). .
Thomas' Career Highs
Points 33 at Duquesne (2/23/05))
Minutes 57 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
FGM 11 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
FGA 16 vs. Xavier (3/10/05)
16 at Dayton (1/22/05)
3PM 7 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
3PA 12 vs. Appalachian State (11/24/03)
FTM 12 at Cincinnati (12/14/02)
FTA 14 at Maryland-Baltimore County (11/20/06)
Rebounds 9 at Temple (3/6/03)
Assists 9 at Duquesne (2/8/03)
Blocks 1, four times
Steals 4 vs. Rhode Island (2/4/04)
4 at James Madison (12/11/05)
4 vs. Massachusetts (1/29/06)
High School: A four-year All-State selection at Thomas Johnson High School in Frederick, MD...as a senior, averaged 25.9 points,
7.1 assists and 7 rebounds...named the Washington Post Player of the Year and helped his team to a 25-2 record as the team
advanced to the Maryland 4A Championship...averaged 24.2 points per game as a junior and led his team to the Class 3A state
finals...named the Frederick News-Post Player of the Year as both a sophomore and a junior...competed on the Patriots' 1999 state
championship squad... shattered nine school records including points and assists...tied the single season scoring record with 51
points in the 4A East Region final against Meade.
Thomas' Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN FG FGA PCT 3FG 3FGA PC 1 FT-FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG PF FO A TO B S PTS AVG
200203 29/29 968 86-225 .382 37 108 •343 124-157 -790 13 68 81 2.8 76 3 126 87 47 333 IJ.5
2003-04 28/27 773 69192 •359 44-134 .328 20-30 .667 8 53 61 2.2 45 68 51 J 32 202 7-2
2004-05 28/26 998 126-301 .419 71-183 .388 72-91 .791 22 84 106 3.8 52 59 38 2 43 395 14.1
2005-06 27/25 940 104-250 .416 48-129 M2 76-93 .817 27 87 114 C2 49 1 103 64 2 34 332 12.3
TOTALS 112/107 3640 385 968 .398 200554 .361 292-371 .787 70 292 362 3-2 222 4 356 24a 1 156 1262 »-3
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La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 34 2006)
All games
#23 THOMAS, Jermaine
fconent
1 ---TOTAL— 1 I 3-PTS---I I REBOUNDS -1
4 Date GS Min FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def PF FO A TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
UMBC Retrievers
fcRICAN
11-20-05 30 2-5 4 00 2-5 .400 11-14 .786 3 3 3 4 2 3 1 2 17 17.0
A 11-26-05 28 3-7 429 2-4 500 6-6 1 00 2 3 5 4 2 3 1 14 15 5
4
.UNT SAINT MARY'S
Drexel
11-30-05 29 7-11 636 2-4 500 2-2 1 000 1 6 7 5 2 1 2 1 18 16 3
*
12/3/05 > 37 3-7 129 1-2 500 2-2 1 000 3 3 4 5 1 2 1 1 9 14 5
1 James Madison 12/11/05 32 1-5 000
'
0-1 000 5-8 625 1 4 5 4 6 1 1 ' 6 4 7 13 :
. Central Connecti cut 12/18/05 1 57 3-9 333 2-7 286 2-2 1 000 3 1 4 4 5 2 4 6 1 10 12 5
P 12-20-05 35 4-8 500 2-3 667 3-4 750 1 5 6 4 7 5 1 13 12 6
! Villanova 12/22/05 26 1-4 250 1-2 500 3-4 750 1 5 6 4 9 3 2 3 6 11 B
,.
FRANCIS 12-28-05 26 5-8 625 2-3 667 2-4 500 3 5 8 5 2 3 1 2 14 12
FSTRA
bUESNZ
12-30-05 34 3-12 250 2-5 400 1-1 1 000 1 1 2 4 9 1 5 2 1 9 11 7
A 01-04-06 26 6-12 500 0-2 000 0-0 000 4 4 4 8 5 1 1 12 11 7
01/07/06
01/11/06
33
34
2-13
3-12
154
250 2-9
250 4-4 1
222 0-0
000
000 1
2 4
1 4
6
3
3
2
5
3 3
3
2
9 11
8 11
5
2
\ Temple 1/14/06 37 1-6 167 1-5 200 0-0 000 1 7 8 4 6 3 4 1 1 3 10 6
i DDE ISLAND
Saint Joseph's
01-18-06 38 5-11 455 2-6 333 4-4 1 000 2 2 4 4 3 4 2 16 11
^
1/21/06 33 3-11 27 3 0-5 000 2-2 1 000 1 1 4 2 5 1 3 2 1 2 8 10 B
'Penn 01/25/06 34 4-6 667 0-1 000 2-2 1 000 1 5 6 4 3 4 4 3 10 10 8
4
fr_
01/29/06 35 6-13 462 2-6 333 5-7 714 3 3 6 4 4 5 3 4 19 11 2
02/01/06 38 6-12 500 3-8 375 5-6 833 7 7 4 5 1 2 2 20 11 7
4 IffLE 02/04/06 39 3-6 500 3-4 750 0-1 000 1 4 5 4 6 1 6 2 9 11 6
Massachusetts 2/8/06 37 4-11 364 1-6 167 3-3 1 000 2 2 4 4 2 6 3 2 12 11 6
Xavier 02-11-06 « 39 4-8 500 3-4 750 7-8 975 3 5 8 4 6 2 6 4 1 18 11 9
1 BONAVENTURE 02/15/06 i 35 6-11 54 5 3-6 500 2-2 1 000 2 3 5 4 6 2 8 1 17 12 1
fTON 02/18/06 * 37 6-14 429 2-7 286 3-4 7 50 1 2 3 4 5 1 5 4 2 17 12 3
#6/6 George Wash ng 2-22-06 ' 39 3-6 500 2-5 400 2-2 1 000 3 3 4 5 3 4 4 10 12 2
IFordham Rams 03/01/06 * 36 6-12 500 5-9 556 0-0 000 1 1 4 3 1 3 1 1 17 12 4
[NT LOUIS 03/04/06 ' 36 4-10 400 2-6 333 0-1 000 1 1 4 2 2 3 2 10 12 3
tals 21 940 104-250 (16 48-129 .372 76-93 .817 27 87 114 4 2 49 1 103 64 2 34 332 12.3
1
nes played: 27 Rebounds/game: 4.2
Ints/game: 12.3 Assists/game: 3.8
Pet: 41.6 Turnovers/game: 2.4
! Pet: 37.2 Assist/turnover ratio: 1 6
IPct: 81.7 Steals/game: 1.3
Block s/game: 0.1
#20 Sean Neal
junior Guard
6-2 185
Springfield, MA Salisbury School
2005-06: Has seen action in 17 games for the Explorers. ..had a steal against Dayton. ..scored two points, grabbed two rebounds
and had a steal against St. Bonaventure...dished out a pair of assists and grabbed a rebound at Massachusetts. ..registered a steal
at Duquesne...dished out two assists against Duquesne... scored two points against St. Francis.. .registered an assist at
Villanova... scored two points at James Madison on a pair of free throws. ..also added an assist against the Dukes.
2004-05: Played in all but one game for the Explorers...made four starts...scored a career-high eight points at American on Dec.
28...snared four rebounds at both Duquesne and Cincinnati...also had five steals at Duquesne...averaged 13.5 minutes per
game...shot 31 percent from the field.
2003-04: Competed in 16 games during his freshman campaign. ..ted the Explorers in assists and steals at Lafayette on Nov.
29. ..logged double-digit minutes in four games including a 31-minute performance at Lafayette...shot 2-for-2 from the free throw
line at Lafayette...converted his only attempt from the field against Appalachian State on Nov. 24. ..hit first collegiate three-point
shot in the regular season finale against George Washington on March 6.
High School: Prepped for two seasons at Salisbury School in Connecticut.-.averaged 17 points and six assists in 2001-02 at the
Salisbury School...averaged 25 points and eight assists in his final year at Springfield Cathedral...named Union News-Sunday
Republican Western Massachusetts Player of the Year...selected as the Massachusetts Coaches Association Regional Player of the
Year...member of the Western Massachusetts Championship team at Springfield Cathedral.
Neal's Career Highs
Points 8 at American (12/28/04)
Minutes 34 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
FGM 3 at American (12/28/04)
FGA 6 at Cincinnati (12/22/04)
3PM 2 at Hofstra (11/24/04)
3PA 3 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
FTM 4 vs. Saint Joseph's (1/15/05)
FTA 6 vs. Saint Joseph's (1/15/05)
Rebounds 4 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
4 at Cincinnati (12/22/04)
Assists 6 at Lafayette (11/29/03)
Blocks n/a
Steals 5 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
5 at Lafayette (11/29/03)
Neal's Career Stats
Year GP/6S MIN FG-FGA pa 3FG-3r6A PCT FT-FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG pr ro A TO B S PTS AVG
200304 15/0 105 39 •333 '--3 •333 47 571 15 6 0.4 14 12 15 9 11 0.7
2004-05 29/4 379 1651 .314 8-27 .296 12-23 -522 1 28 29 1.0 27 34 55 22 52 1.8
2005-06 17/0 6S 2-7 .2S6 0-1 .000 24 .500 12 3 0.2 7 7 8 4 6 0.4
TOTALS 61/4 552 21-67 •313 93i .290 1834 .529 3 35 38 0.6 48 53 38 35 69 1.1
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La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games
#20 NEAL, Sean
I— -TOTAL---
I
1—3 PTS—
1
— REBOUNDS-—
1
ponent Date GS Mm FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Bile Stl Pta Avg
UMBC Retrievers 11-20-05 1 0-0 .000 0-0 000 0-0 .000 0.0 0.0
ERICAN 11-26-05 2 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 :
i JNT SAINT MARY'S
James Madison
11-30-05 10 0-1 000 0-1 000 0-0 000 1 1 3
^
12/11/05 4 0-0 000 0-0 000 2-2 1 000 3 1 1 2 J 5
Central Connecti =ut 12/18/05
12-20-05
1
1
0-0
0-0
000
000
0-0
0-0
000
000
0-0
0-0
000
000 3
Villanova 12/22/05 5 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-2 000 1 1 3
. FRANCIS 12-28-05 9 1-1 1 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 2 2 5
J OUESNE
01-04-06 3 0-0 000 0-0 DOC 0-0 000 2 1 4
*
02/01/06 4 0-1 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 4
Massachusetts 2/8/06 6 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 00 1 1 1 1 2 1 4
Xavier 0-1 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 3
. BONAVENTURE 02/15/06 13 1-3 333 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 5
fTON 02/18/06 5 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 2 1 4
#6/6 George Wash Lng 2-22-06 1 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 2 c 4
Fordham Rams 03/01/06 1 0-0 00 0-0 000 0-0 000 2 4
INT LOUIS 03/04/06 1 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 2 c 4
tals 68 2-7 .286 0-1 000 2-4 .500 1 2 3 0.2 7 7 8 4 6 0.4
>es played: 17
nts/game: 0.4
Pet: 28.6
! Pet: 0.0
Pet: 50.0
Rebounds/game: 0.2
Assists/game: 0.4
Turnovers/game: 0.5
Assist/turnover ratic
Steals/game: 0.2
#42 Mike St John
Junior Forward^
6-8 230
Northboro, MA River School
2005-06: A junior forward who has appeared in 27 games, making one start. ..registered 10 rebounds and seven points at
Fordham...tallied eight points and four rebounds at George Washington. ..scored four points and had three assists against
Dayton. ..pulled down nine rebounds to go along with seven points at Xavier.. .scored 13 points and swiped seven rebounds at
Massachusetts...grabbed seven rebounds against Temple. ..scored five points and pulled four rebounds at Duquesne...grabbed
seven boards and scored four points against Massachusetts. ..swept seven rebounds and scored three points at Penn... scored
seven points and grabbed nine rebounds at Saint Joseph's. ..swept nine rebounds against Rhode Island. ..scored nine points and
snared eight rebounds at Temple. ..grabbed 13 rebounds and scored six points against Charlotte. ..had 11 points and five rebounds
at Richmond. ..scored five points and swiped six rebounds against Duquesne. ..grabbed two boards and scored one point against
Hofstra...grabbed five rebounds and swiped a career-high five steals against St. Francis. ..scored one point, grabbed two rebounds
and had two steals at Villanova... recorded a double-double with 13 rebounds and 12 points against Florida International. ..pulled
nine rebounds and had eight points at Central Connecticut State. ..registered eight points and six rebounds at James Madison. ..was
4-for-6 from the floor for a season-high nine points, including a crucial three-pointer against Drexel...scored four points and
collected four boards against Mount St. Mary's. ..tallied six points and six boards against American. ..scored three points and had
five rebounds at UMBC.
2004-05: Recorded second career double-double with 14 points and 15 rebounds at Richmond on Feb. 9. ..tallied double-digits in
points on five occasions...doled out six assists at Duquesne on Feb. 23. ..blocked a pair of shots against Central Connecticut State
on Dec. 8. ..shot 43 percent from the field... played in all 29 games, starting all but one.
2003-04: Made first career start on Dec. 22 at home against Virginia Commonwealth. ..nol
points and 10 rebounds against Temple on Feb. 25. ..played in 29 games for
the Explorers. ..led the team in rebounds against both Temple and South
Carolina State...led the team in steals against South Carolina State...went
5-for-7 (.714) from the field at Fordham on March 3...grabbed six offensive
boards against Temple.
High School: Played final two years at the River School in Weston, MA...
averaged 24 points and 14 rebounds for the 2002-03 season at the River
School...two-time All-Independent School League selection. ..led the ISL in
rebounding back-to-back seasons...averaged 19.3 ppg and 16 rpg as a senior
at Algonquin High School... Telegram-Gazette, Central Massachusetts, Metro
West and Midwach B All-Star selection... a McDonald's High School Ail-
American nominee.
tched first career double-double with 10
St. John's Career Highs
Points 14 at Richmond (2/9/05)
Minutes 41 vs. Xavier (2/27/05)
FGM 6 at Hofstra (11/24/04)
FGA 10 vs. Massachusetts (2/19/05)
10 vs. Central Connecticut State (12/8/04)
10 at Hofstra (11/24/04)
10 at Massachusetts (2/8/06)
3PM 3 at Richmond (2/9/05)
3 at Massachusetts (2/8/06)
3PA 7 vs. Central Connecticut State (12/8/04)
FTM 6 vs. Florida International (12/20/05)
FTA 8 vs. Southern California (11/30/04)
8 vs. Florida International (12/20/05)
Rebounds 15 at Richmond (2/9/05)
Assists 6 at Duquesne (2/23/05)
Blocks 2 vs. Central Connecticut State (12/8/04)
Steals 5 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
St. John's Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN FG FGA pa 3FG-3FGA PCT FT FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG PF FO A TO B S PTS AVG
2003-04 30/22 699 51-120 .425 1-7 143 29-56 .518 67 72 139 4.6 66 2 19 25 6 15 132 4.4
2004-05 29/28 853 70-163 .429 18-65 .277 32-57 -561 55 104 159 5-5 89 3 39 35 7 21 190 6.6
2005-06 27/1 698 52-113 .460 18-47 383 3256 .571 49 119 168 6.2 73 2 31 46 7 23 »54 5-7
TOTALS 86/51 2250 173 396 •437 37 120 . ,08 93 169 .550 171 295 466 5-4 228 7 89 106 20 59 476 5-5
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La Salle Men's Basketball
La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games .
11-20-05
11-26-05
11-30-05
12/3/05
12/11/05
12/18/05
12-20-05
12/22/05
12-28-05
12-30-05
01-04-06
01/07/06
01/11/06
1/14/06
01-18-06
1/21/06
01/25/06
01/29/06
02/01/06
02/04/06
2/8/06
02-11-06
02/15/06
02/18/06
2-22-06
03/01/06
03/04/06
#42 ST. JOHN, Mike
-TOTAL--- I I---3-PTS | | REBOUNDS |
;-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Blk Stl
2 11 13 6.:
-.000 2-2 l.(
52-113 .460 18- .383 32-56 .571 49 119 168 6.2 73 2 31 46 7 23 154 5.7
played: 27
s/game: 5.7
Pet: 46.0
Pet: 38.3
'Pet: 57.1
Rebounds /game : 6.2
Assists/game: 1.1
Turnovers/game: 1.7
Assist/turnover ratio: 0.7
Steals/game: 0.9
Blocks/game: 0.3
#14 Tabby Cunningham
Sophomore Guard
5-8 160
Philadelphia, PA St John Neumann
2005-06: Has appeared in 24 games for the Explorers, starting 18. ..scored eight points against Saint Louis. ..notched seven points
and three assists at Fordham...had four assists, two steals and two points at George Washington. ..returned to the lineup against
Dayton after missing three games with an ankle injury.. .dished out four assists in win over Temple. ..grabbed a career-high seven
rebounds at Duquesne, adding seven assists. ..had two points and three assists against Massachusetts. ..scored two points,
grabbed three boards and dealt four assists at Penn... netted four points and had four assists against Rhode Island. ..scored five
points and dished out three assists against Charlotte. ..had three points and two assists at Richmond. ..netted four points with
three rebounds against Duquesne. ..tallied six points, three rebounds and three assists against Hofstra...had six points and four
assists against St. Francis. ..scored five points and added an assist at Villanova.:.had two points, two rebounds and a steal against
Florida International. ..registered nine points in quadruple-overtime win at Central Connecticut State.. .tallied a team-high 13 points
at James Madison, with two assists and two steals. ..scored six points against Drexel, adding four steals and a pair of
rebounds. ..scored four points and had four steals against Mount St. Mary's. ..scored five points against American and added eight
assists. ..was 6-for-6 from the charity stripe at UMBC to account for all six of his points.
2004-05: Started 24 of the 29 games he played. ..scored a season-high 17 points in overtime win against Florida International on
Jan. 11. ..seven of those points came in the extra frame...averaged 6.1 points per game. ..scored in double figures five times. ..shot 40
percent from the field...pulled down five rebounds in three different games...dished out a season-high nine assists at Temple on
March 5. ..had seven assists at Richmond on Feb. 9.
High School: Finished his career after being named first team All-Philadelphia Catholic League three times and running the point
for Head Coach Carl Arigale's two-time PCL Champions at St. John Neumann...was rated by USA Today as one of the ten best
underclassmen ball handlers in the nation after his sophomore season...
finished his prep career by averaging 11.5 points, seven assists and just fewer
than three steals per game.
Cunningham's Career Highs
Points 17 vs. Florida International (1/11/05)
Minutes 42 vs. Massachusetts (2/19/05)
FGM 7 vs. Florida International (1/11/05)
FGA 12 vs. Florida International (1/11/05)
3PM 2 vs. Florida International (1/11/05)
3PA 5 vs. Florida International (1/11/05)
FTM 7 vs. Southern California (11/30/04)
FTA 8 vs. Southern California (11/30/04)
Rebounds 7 at Duquesne (2/1/06)
Assists 9 at Temple (3/5/05)
Blocks 1. four times
Steals 5 vs. James Madison (11/20/04)
Cunningham's Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN (G TGA pa 3rG-3TGA PCT FT FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG pr FO A TO B S PTS AVG
2004-05 29/24 926 58-144 .403 15-40 -375 47-63 746 5 57 62 2.1 58 132 no 1 51 178 6.1
2005-06 24/18 507 39-92 .424 3-11 .273 24-30 .800 6 27 33 1.4 47 1 67 46 2 28 1C5 4.4
TOTALS 53/42 1433 97 236 .411 1851 .352 71-93 .763 11 84 94 1.8 105 1 199 156 1 78 295 5.6
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La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games
#14 CUNNINGHAM, Tabby
_ I TOTAL— 1 I---3-PTS---I | REBOUNDS--- -1Date G S Kin FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
UMBC Retrievers
RICAN
11-20-05 » 24 0-2 000 0-0 .000 6-6 1.000 o : 2 10 6 6.0
11-26-05 » 26 2-5 400 0-0 000 1-2 50 o c 8 2 1 5 5 5
NT SAINT MART'S
Drexel
James Madison
11-30-05 * 17 2-5 400 0-0 000 0-1 coo 1 1 2 4 4 5
12/3/05 l 29 2-4 500 0-1 000 2-3 667 1 1 2 5 C 4 4 1 3 6 5 3
12/11/05 31 6-9 667 1-2 500 0-0 000 4 : 2 3 2 13 6 8
Central Connectic
Villanova
ut 12/18/05 20 3-7 429 0-1 000 3-3 1 000 3 S 1 1 2 9 7 2
12-20-05 16 1-2 500 0-0 000 0-0 00 2 2 6 2 3 1 2 6 4
12/22/05 18 2-4 500 1-1 1 000 0-0 000 5 1 1 2 5 6 3
FRANCIS 12-28-05 20 3-4 750 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 1 6 3 4 2 6 6 2
STRA 12-30-05 25 2-3 6 67 0-0 000 2-2 1 000 1 2 3 8 4 3 4 6 6 2
UESNE 01-04-06 26 2-3 667 0-1 000 0-0 000 3 3 1 1 2 1 4 6
RICHMOND
RLOTTE
01/07/06 17 1-3 333 0-0 000 3-3 1 000 9 3 2 2 1 5 5 9
01/11/06 28 2-6 333 0-2 000 1-1 1 000 1 1 9 1 3 4 2 5 5 e
1/14/06 11 0-2 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 9 2 2 2 5 4
DE ISLAND
Saint Joseph's
01-18-06 21 2-2 1 000 0-0 000 0-0 coo 5 4 4 5 3
1/21/06 23 1-5 200 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 1 8 3 3 10 2 5 1
01/25/06 29 1-4 250 0-0 000 0-1 000 1 2 3 9 1 4 4 1 2 4 9
SS
PLE
01/29/06 32 1-5 200 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 2 3 1 1 4 3 2 2 4 S
02/01/06 28 1-6 167 0-1 000 0-1 000 2 5 7 1 4 1 7 2 1 2 2 4 6
02/04/06 14 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 1 1 4 1 4 2 1 4 4
TON
#6/6 George Washi
02/18/06 2 0-0 000 0-0 000 0-0 000 1 3 1 10 4 2
ng 2-22-06 16 1-3 333 0-0 000 0-0 000 2 2 1 3 3 4 3 2 2 4 1
Fordham Rams 03/01/06 19 3-4 750 0-1 000 1-1 1 000 2 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 7 4 2
NT LOUIS 03/04/06 15 1-4 250 1-1 1 000 5-6 853 2 2 1 4 8 4 4
IE 507 39-92 424 3-11 .273 24-30 .800 6 27 33 1 4 47 1 67 46 2 28 105 4.4
es played: 24 Rebounds/game : 1.4
nts/game: 4.4 Assists/game: 2.8
Pet: 42.4
Pet: 27.3
Turnovers/game : 1.9
Assist/turnover ratio: 1.5
Pet: 80.0 Steals/game: 1.2
Blocks/game: 0.1
1
#3 Sherman Diaz
Sophomore Forward
6-4 190
Diego Martin, Trinidad Life Center Academy
2005-06: A sophomore who has appeared in 25 games, making three starts. ..scpred 11 points and grabbed six rebounds against
Saint Louis. ..scored nine points and grabbed four rebounds against Dayton. ..had 11 points, three three-pointers and three assists,
all career-highs, against St. Bonaventure...scored eight points at Duquesne... scored two points and had a key steal against
Massachusetts. ..scored four points at Penn, including a slam dunk.. .netted five points at Saint Joseph's. ..scored two points
against Charlotte. ..grabbed three rebounds against St. Francis. ..registered two points, six rebounds, one block and an assist at
Villanova... provided a spark off the bench in the second half against Florida International, scoring 11 points and pulling three
rebounds. ..grabbed a key offensive rebound in the fourth overtime at Central Connecticut State. ..had a steal and a rebound at
James Madison. ..started season-opener at UMBC, scored three points.
2004-05: Saw action in nine games during his freshman campaign...made first career start at Cincinnatti on Dec. 22...scored 11
points at Mount St. Mary's on Dec. 31...chipped in with seven points at Penn on Dec. 4...grabbed four boards three different
times...blocked a pair of shots at American on Dec. 28...averaged 14.9 minutes.
High School: Averaged 18 points, five rebounds and four assists in his senior season at Life Center in Burlington, NJ...was named
to the all-tournament team at the National Christian Invitational in Erie, PA.
Diaz's Career Highs
Points 11 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/04)
11 vs. Florida International (12/20/05)
11 vs. St. Bonaventure (2/15/06)
11 vs. Saint Louis (3/4/06)
Minutes 29 at Cincinnati (12/22/04)
FGM 5 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/04)
FGA 6, five times
3PM 3 vs. St. Bonaventure (2/15/06)
3PA 4 vs. St. Bonaventure (2/15/06)
FTM 4 vs. Southern California (11/30/04)
4 vs. Saint Louis (3/4/06)
FTA 6 vs. Southern California (11/30/04)
Rebounds 6 at Villanova (12/22/05)
6 vs. Saint Louis (3/4/06)
Assists 3 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/04)
3 vs. St. Bonaventure (2/15/06)
Blocks 2 at American (12/28/04)
2 vs. Dayton (2/18/06)
Steals 3 at Cincinnati (12/22/04)
Diaz's Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN FG FGA PCT 3FG-3FGA PCT FT FTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG PF FO A TO B S PTS AVG
2004-05 9/1 134 926 • 346 3-10 .300 47 -57! 4 18 22 2.4 11 7 5 4 5 25 2.8
2005-06 25/3 286 2667 .388 6-24 .250 1517 .882 23 19 42 1.7 26 15 12 10 14 73 2.9
TOTALS 34/4 420 3593 .376 933 -273 192/, .792 27 37 64 1.9 37 22 17 6 19 98 2.9
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La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04,
All .games
#03 DIAZ, Sherman
I
---TOTAL
| |
3-PTS
I I REBOUNDS |
Date GS Min FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Blk Stl Pt3 Avg
UMBC Retrievers 11-20-05
SRICAN 11-26-05
JNT SAINT MARY'S 11-30-05
James Madison
Central Connecti
12/11/05
cut 12/18/05
. FRANCIS
12-20-05
12/22/05
12-28-05
'STRA
JUESNE
12-30-05
01-04-06
>lRLOTTE 01/11/06
Temple 1/14/06
)DE ISLAND
Saint Joseph's
01-18-06
1/21/06
Penn
lSS
01/25/06
01/29/06
Duquesne 02/01/06
CLE
Massachusetts
02/04/06
2/8/06
02-11-06
BONAVENTURE
'TON
02/15/06
02/18/06
#6/6 George Wash ng 2-22-06
Fordham Rams
:nt LOUIS
03/01/06
03/04/06
lals
«es played: 25
nts/game: 2.9
Pet: 38.8
; Pet: 25.0
Pet: 88.2
000 2-2 1
000 2-2 1
3 286 26-67 .388 6-24 .250 15-17 .882 23 19 42 1.7 26 15 12 10 14 73 2.9
Rebounds /game : 1.7
Assists/game: 0.6
Turnovers/game: 0.5
Assist/turnover ratio: 1.3
Steals/game: 0.6
Blocks/game: 0.4
#ii Darnell Harris
junior* Guard
6-1 165
Baltimore, MD St. Francis
2005-06: Played in all 27 games, making 14 starts. ..netted 10 points at Fordham... scored 19 points at George Washington...
registered 16 points on four three-pointers against Dayton. ..had 12 points and five rebounds against St. Bonaventure... netted 18
points, grabbed six rebounds and dealt three assists at Xavier...scored 14 points and grabbed a career-high nine rebounds at
Massachusetts. ..tallied 19 points on five three-pointers against Temple. ..scored 12 points at Duquesne... netted 14 points against
Massachusetts. ..scored 14 points at Penn...scored seven points at Saint Joseph's. ..netted 14 points against Rhode Island. ..scored
17 points at Temple on five three-pointers and dished out five assists. ..scored seven points against Charlotte. ..scored 15 points at
Richmond, going 4-for-7 from three-point land. ..hit for 14 points against Duquesne. ..scored 16 points against Hofstra, including
four three-pointers. ..netted 12 points, going 4-for-4 from the floor against St. Francis. ..scored a team-high 15 points at
Villanova... scored 12 points and swiped five steals against Florida International. ..had 16 points, including four treys in 54 minutes
at Central Connecticut State. ..tallied 11 points and three rebounds at James Madison. ..registered three points and two boards
against Drexel... scored nine points on 4-for-8 shooting against Mount St. Mary's. ..scored seven points against American,
including a pair of three-pointers.. .scored 13 points at UMBC, including two treys.
2004-05: One of two Explorers to start all 29 games...averaged 11.3 points per game...scored a season-high 21 points against
George Washington on Jan. 19...broke double figures in scoring five times. ..hit for 20 points against Duquesne on Jan. 29. ..shot
6-for-io from the field at Cincinnati on Dec. 22...named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week on Jan. 3o...sank five treys on four
occasions...swiped a season-high seven rebounds at Richmond on Feb. 9.
High School: Named the Best Athletic Rising Star by Baltimore's City Paper...averaged 19.5 points, four rebounds and four assists
under Head Coach William Wells...earned All-Baltimore Catholic League and Maryland Interscholastic Athletic Association first
team honors...featured in Baltimore Sun as the focal point for a story
regarding the physical mechanics of leaping due to his uncanny ability to defy
|
gravity with his 38-inch vertical...named first-team All-Metro by the Baltimore
1
Sun.
Harris' Career Highs
Points 21 vs. George Washington (1/19/05)
Minutes 54 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
FGM 8 vs. George Washington (1/19/05)
FGA 17 at Temple (3/5/05)
3PM 5 at Temple (3/5/05)
5 at Temple (1/14/06)
5 vs. Temple (2/4/06)
3 PA 14 vs. Duquesne (1/29/05)
FTM 6 at American (12/28/04)
FTA 8 at American (12/28/04)
Rebounds 9 at Massachusetts (2/8/06)
Assists 5 at Temple (1/14/06)
Blocks 2 at Cincinnati (12/22/04)
Steals 5 vs. Florida International (12/20/05)
Harris' Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN TG FGA pa 3rG3rGA PCT FTTTA PCT OR DR TOT AVG pr FO A TO B S PTS AVG
2004-05 29/29 1043 110-308 •357 65-210 .310 42-52 .808 7 83 90 3-1 39 2S 36 8 24 327 11.3
2005-06 27/14 856 115-276 •417 70-180 .389 37-46 .804 5 63 68 2.5 48 1 40 35 8 29 337 12.5
TOTALS 56/43 1899 225-584 .385 135-390 .346 79 98 .806 12 146 158 2.8 87 1 68 66 16 54 664 »-9
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La Salle Men's Basketball
La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04,
All games
2006)
#11 HARRIS, Darnell
I
TOTAL
| I---3-PTS---I | REBOUNDS I
Date GS Min FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF FO TO Blk Stl Pts Avg
JNT
UMBC Retr:
IRICAN
SAINT MARY'S
James Madison
Central Connectxo
Villanova
FRANCIS
•STRA
IUESNE
RICHMOND
lRLOTTE
Temple
)DE ISLAND
Saint Joseph':
z
Massachusetts
Xavier
BONAVENTURE
"TON
#6/6 George Washing
Fordham Rams
NT LOUIS
11-20-05
11-26-05
11-30-05
12/3/05
12/11/05
12/18/05
12-20-05
12/22/05
12-28-05
12-30-05
01-04-06
01/07/06
01/11/06
1/14/06
01-18-06
1/21/06
01/25/06
01/29/06
02/01/06
02/04/06
2/8/06
02-11-06
02/15/06
02/18/06
2-22-06
03/01/06
03/04/06
13 13.
(
7 10.
3-16
5-12
6-14
5-12
7-14
5-15
6-11
7-14
.333 2-2 1.1
.500 2-2 l.(
5-11
4-10
.429 5-12
.286 2-2 1.1
417 2-2 1.1
.429 2-2 l.(
als 14 856 115-276 .417 70-180 .389 37-46 5 63 68 2.5 1 40 35 8 29 337 12.5
.es played: 27
nts/game: 12.5
Pet: 41.7
Pet: 38.9
'ct: 80.4
Rebounds /game: 2.5
Assists/game: 1.5
Turnovers/game: 1.3
Assist/turnover ratic
Steals/game: 1.1
Blocks/game: 0.3
#1 Paul Johnson
Freshman Forward
6-6 195
Washington, DC Gonzaga
2005 06: A freshman forward who has appeared in every game for La Salle, starting all
but four.. .had four boards against Saint Louis. ..scored eight points and handed out
three assists at George Washington...pulled down four boards against Dayton...
registered six points and five rebounds against St. Bonaventure... scored six points and
grabbed four boards at Xavier... netted eight points at Massachusetts. ..scored nine
points at Duquesne.. .grabbed four rebounds at Penn...scored six points and had three
steals at "Saint Joseph's. ..scored five points at Temple. ..had two points and three
rebounds against Charlotte. ..scored 10 points and grabbed six rebounds against
Duquesne...named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week (Jan. 1)... netted 11 points against
Hofstra...scored 11 points against St. Francis on 5 - fo r- 5 shooting.. .registered eight
points and three rebounds at Villanova...scored one point and swept a pair of
rebounds against Florida International. ..scored 13 points and pulled six rebounds at
Central Connecticut State. ..had nine points, five steals and a rebound at James
Madison. ..recorded six points and four rebounds against Drexel...had six points and
six rebounds against Mount St. Marys. ..scored 10 points and grabbed seven boards
against American. ..scored seven points at UMBC, incuding a fast-break dunk.
Johnson's Career Highs
Points 13 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
Minutes 34 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
FGM 5 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
5 vs. Hofstra (12/30/05)
FGA 10 vs. Hofstra (12/30/05)
3PM 3 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
3PA 6 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
FTM 6 vs. Duquesne (1/4/06)
FTA 8 at )ames Madison (12/11/05)
8 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
8 vs. Duquesne (1/4/06)
Rebounds 7 vs. American (11/26/05)
Assists 3 vs. Dayton (2/18/06)
3 at George Washington (2/22/06)
Blocks l, four times
Steals 5 at lames Madison (12/11/05)
High School: Played his high school ball at Gonzaga in Washington, DC. ..averaged 17 points and eight rebounds per game during his senior year
and was named the 2005 Gatorade Player of the Year (Washington, DC) for his efforts. ..named to the WCAC First Team. ..garnered Third Team All-
Metro honors from the Washington Post. ..named the MVP of both the DC Classic and the Glaxo-SmithKiine Holiday Invitational in 2004.
GP/GS MIN FG FGA PCT
2005-06 27/23 529 55122 .451
Career Stats
3FG-3FGA pct rr rrA pct or dr tot avg pr ro
7-26 .269 33-56 .589 42 44 86 3.2 44 o
#2 Marshall Taylor
Freshman Forward
6-4 20s
Philadelphia, PA West Catholic (Siena)
2005-06: A freshman transfer who has appeared in 13 games. ..suffered a ruptured
appendix on Feb. 14, return to lineup this season is questionable. ..scored two points
and had two assists at Xavier.. .returned to action at Massachusetts after missing
four games due to a sprained elbow, grabbing six rebounds and adding two
points. ..netted 11 points against Rhode Island. ..scored five points against
Charlotte. ..named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week on Jan. 8. ..had 11 points, five
rebounds and three steals at Richmond. ..scored 10 points and pulled three rebounds
agaisnt Duquesne. ..had two points, two assists and one rebound against
Hofstra. ..tallied nine points against St. Francis. ..scored five points and added a
rebound at Villanova. ..grabbed a rebound against Florida International. ..debuted
with 10 points, four rebounds and a steal at Central Connecticut State.
High School: Came to La Salle after transferring from Sienna in the spring of 2005. ..a
good shooter and ball handler, who is capable of playing three different
positions. ..attended West Catholic where he played for head coach Bob Ludlow...was
both a First Team All-Catholic League and Second Team All-City selection after
averaging over 20 points per game during his senior season with the Burrs.
Minutes
FGM
3PM
3PA
FTM
FTA
Rebounds
Assists
Blocks
Steals
Taylor's Career Highs
11 at Richmond (1/7/06)
11 vs. Rhode Island (1/18/06)
28 at Richmond (1/7/06)
4 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
4 vs. Duquesne (1/4/06)
4 at Richmond (1/7/06)
4 vs. Rhode Island (1/18/06)
8 at Central Connecticut State (12/18/05)
8 at Richmond (1/7/06)
8 vs. Rhode Island (1/18/06)
3 vs. Rhode Island (1/18/06)
6 vs. Rhode Island (1/18/06)
3 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
4 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
6 at Massachusetts (2/8/06)
2, four times
1 at Richmond (1/7/06)
3 at Richmond (1/7/06)
Career Stats
Year GP/GS MIN TG FGA pa 3FG 3rGA PCT rr rrA pct or dr tot avg PF FO A TO B S PTS AVG
2005-06 13/0 234 27-67 .403 10-40 .250 6-9 .667 17 10 27 2.3 25 2 11 J 5 1 3 70 5-4
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La Salle Explc
La Salle Men's Basketball
ers Individual Game-by-Game (a:
All games
of Mar 04, 2006)
#01 JOHKSON, Paul
Min FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA D Blk Stl Pts Avg
at DMBC Retrievers 11-20-05
AMERICAN 11-26-05 •
MOCNT SAINT MART'S 11-30-05 *
.t Jan*a Madison 12/11/05 •
at Central Connect ..cut 12/18/05
FTO 12-20-05 •
at Villanova 12/22/05
ST. FRANCIS 12-28-05 *
HOFSTRA 12-30-05 •
DOQOZSNE 01-04-06
at RICHMOND 01/07/06 •
CHARLOTTE 01/11/06 •
at Temple l/H/06 »
RHODE ISLAND 01-18-06 *
at Saint Joseph's 1/21/06 •
at Penn 01/25/06
UMASS 01/29/06
1-2 .500 2
Rebounds/came : 3.2
Assists/game: 0.8
Turnovers/game: 1.2
La Salle Explo:
La Salle Men's Basketball
Individual Game-by-Game (a
All games
of Mar 04, 2006)
#02 TAYLOR, Marshall
Opponent Date H Kb FG-FGA IV t 3FG-FGA Pet FT FTA ret Of f Def Tot Avg PF FO A TO Blk SU Ft.
•t Central Connect cut 12/18/05
12-20-05
24
17 0-2
500 1-3
000
1 1.000
.000
3 1 4 4.0 5 1
1 2.5 10
•-; U.I
at Villanova
12-28-05
12-30-05
19
2-7
3-7
1-2
Ml
i:'-
•.00
0-2
0-1
.500
.000 3-
.000 0-
4 .750
.000
) 1 1 2.0
1 1.8 1 13 2
2 3 1
9
2 f i
DUQOTSNI 01-04-06
01/07/06
IS
•H
m
'.no 2-6
.500 1-
333 1-
2 .500
1 1 . 000
1 3 1.8 2
3 5 2.3 2 2 113 II f -
CHARLOTTI 01/11/06 IS 2-5 IM 1-2 .500 0- .000 12 110 10 5 i
at Tempi. 1/14/06 20 1-4 no 1-1 .333 0- .000 c 2 2 2.1 * 13 3 ( :
RHODl ISLAND oi-ie-06 11 «-e 500 3-6 .500 0- .000 1 1 2.0 5 1 2 10 1 11 I |
at Saint Joaeph'. 1/21/06 3 0-1 000 0-0 .000 0- .000 1 119 2 f 1
!' Z"'.l
"
M-ll'oi
17 1-5
ui
0-3
0-1
.000 0-
.000 o o* M ! o 2 , !
2
i
1
•
5 4
214 27-67 .403 10-31 .323
Cam., played: 13
Point./,.-. : 5.4
ra Pot: 40.3
3FC Pet: 32.3
#4 Andrew Lewis
Sophomore Guard
6-3 185
Frenchtown, NJ Delaware Valley Regional
2005-06: A sophomore walk-on who has appeared in three games for
La Salle. ..registered an assist against St. Francis.
2004-05: Played in three games for the Explorers. ..scored two points at
Mount St. Mary's.
Career Highs
Points 2 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/04)
Minutes 3 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
rGM 1 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/0/4)
rGA 1 at Mount St. Mary's (12/31/04)
1 vs. St. Trancis (PA) (12/28/05)
3PM n/a
3PA n/a
ITM n/a
FTA n/a
Rebounds n/a
Assists 1 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
Blocks n/a
Steals n/a
#41 Brad Cohen
Freshman Guard
6-1 200
Voorhees, A//* Eastern Regional
Mm**?
4Ji
2005-06: A freshman walk-on who has appeared in three games for
La Salle. ..grabbed a rebound against St. Francis.
Career Highs
Points n/a
Minutes 2 vs Mount St. Mary's (11/30/05)
2 vs St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
2 vs Duquesne (1/4/06)
FGM n/a
FGA n/a
3PM n/a
3PA n/a
rrM n/a
rrA n/a
Rebounds 2 vs St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
Assists n/a
Blocks n/a
Steals n/a
#34 Andrew Crawford
Freshman Forward
6-3 195
Philadelphia, PA B/shop McDevitt
2005-06: A freshman walk-on who has appeared in two games for the
Explorers.
Career Highs
Points n/a
Minutes 2 vs. St. Francis (PA) (12/28/05)
2 vs. Duquesne (1/4/06)
FGM n/a
FGA n/a
3PM n/a
3PA n/a
FTM n/a
FTA n/a
Rebounds n/a
Assists n/a
Blocks n/a
Steals n/a
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La Salle Men's Basketball
La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006
. All games
#04 LEWIS, Andrew
|
T0TAL---I I---3-PTS---I I REBOUNDS I
lin FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg PF I A TO
Blk Stl Pts Avg
mes played: 3
Pet: 0.0
11-30-05
12-28-05
02/15/06
.000 0-0 .000
.000 0-0 .000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 1
La Salle Men's Basketball
La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games
#41 COHEN, Brad
I
TOTAL I I 3-PTS I I REBOUNDS I
FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pet Off Def Tot Avg : Stl Pts Avg
^UNT SAINT MARY'S 11-30-05
FRANCIS 12-28-05
ESNE 01-04-06
.000 0-0
.000 0-0
.000 0-0
.000 0-0 .000
.000 0-0 .000 1
.000 0-0 .000
.000 0-0 .000
0.0 10
1 0.5
0.3 10
1 0.3 2
0.0
0.0
0.0
La Salle Men's Basketball
La Salle Explorers Individual Game-by-Game (as of Mar 04, 2006)
All games
#34 CRAWFORD, Andrew
|
TOTAL
| I---3-PTS---I I REBOUNDS- -.,
f
nent Date GS Min FG-FGA Pet 3FG-FGA Pet FT-FTA Pct Off Def rot «,, PF FO A TO Blk Stl It Avg
} FRANCIS 12-28-05 2 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 000
JIESNE 01-04-06 2 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 000 o o
>>ls 0-0 .000 0-0 .000 0-0 .000
}
as played 2
>
Explorer Trends
Scoring less than 60 points 04
Scoring 60-69 points 6-3
Scoring 70-79 points 9-2
Scoring 80 89 points 20
Scoring 90 or more points 10
Allowing less than 60 points 9-0
Allowing 60 69 points 6-3
Allowing 70-79 points ? 4
Allowing 80-89 points 1-0
Allowing 90 or more points 1 1
Field goal percentage 50% or better 3-3
Field goal percentage worse than 50% 15-6
Field goal percentage better than opponent 17 -6
Field goal percentage worse than opponent 1-3
Field goal percentage equal to opponent 0-0
Making more three-pointers than opponent 10-6
Making fewer three-pointers than opponent 6-3
Making same amount of threes as opponent 2-0
Shooting more free throws than opponent 10-3
Shooting fewer free throws than opponent 7-6
Shooting same amount of free throws 1-0
Winning opening tip 8-6
Losing opening tip 10-3
Scoring first 9-6
Scoring last 9-3
Leading at halftime 14-4
Trailing at halftime 4-5
Tied at halftime 0-0
Leading with 5:00 remaining 16-1
Trailing with 5:00 remaining 2-8
Playing overtime 2-0
Playing quadruple-overtime 1-0
Outrebounding opponent 12-2
Being out rebounded 5-7
Equal amount of rebounds as opponent 1-0
Committing fewer turnovers than opponent 9-1
Committing more turnovers than opponent 8-8
r "™mitting same amount of turnovers as opp 1-0
Playing the Atlantic 10 10-6
Playing the America East 1-0
Playing the Patriot League 1-0
Playing the Northeast Conference 3-0
Playing the Colonial Athletic Association 2-1
Playing the Sun Belt 1-0
Playing the BIG EAST 0-1
Playing the Ivy League o-i
Monday games 0-0
Tuesday games 1-0
Wednesday games 6-5
Thursday games 0-1
Friday games 0-1
Saturday games 7-2
Sunday games 4-0
Day games 8-3
Night games 9-6
November games ..
December games ..
January games
February games
March games
...3-0
lome ..
Neutral
Climbing the Charts
A quartet of Explorers are making their way up the La Salle all-time leader
lists. Steven Smith is currently seventh in all-time scoring and fifth in all-
time rebounding at La Salle. He has recently entered the top 15 in blocks
(7th), free throws made (5th), free throws attempted (7th), three-
pointers attempted (12th) and field goals made (6th). Teammate Jermaine
Thomas is in the top 15 in three different statistical categories. Thomas is
seventh in all-time three-pointers attempted and sixth in three-pointers
made. He is also 11th in steals. Sophomore Darnell Harris is currently 10th
all-time in three-pointers attempted, while Lewis Fadipe has moved into
sixth place in blocked shots.
Career Points
1. Lionel Simmons 3.217
2. Michael Brooks 2,628
3- Tom Gola 2,461
4- Rasual Butler 2,125
5- Donnie Carr 2,067
6. Steve Black 2,012
7- Steven Smith 1,930 !
8. Kareem Townes 1,925
9- Randy Woods 1.811
Career Steals
l. Doug Overton 277
2. Lionel Simmons 239
3- Randy Woods 220
9- Shawn Smith 165
10. Mike Gizzi 159
11. jermaine Thomas 155
12. Julian Banks 152
13. RichTarr 134
Career Three-Pointers Made
1. Donnie Carr 308
2. Kareem Townes 300
3. Jack Hurd 291
4. Randy Woods 278
5. Rasual Butler 225 ,
6. Jermaine Thomas 200
7. Victor Thomas 196
8. Paul Burke 195
9. Mike Gizzi 186
Career Field Goals Made
1. Lionel Simmons 1,244
2. Michael Brooks 1,064
3. Tom Gola 904
4. Steve Black 834 1
5. Rasual Butler 752
6. Steven Smith 703
7. Bill Taylor 693
8. Doug Overton 684
9. Donnie Carr 683
Career Three-Pointers Attempted
1. Donnie Carr 910
2. Kareem Townes 876
6. Paul Burke 648
7. Jermaine Thomas 554
8. Victor Thomas 528
9. Mike Gizzi 517
10. Darnell Harris 383
11. Doug Overton 376
Career Rebounds
1. Tom Gola 2,201
2. Lionel Simmons 1.429
3. Michael Brooks 1.372
4. Ralph Lewis 966
5. Steven Smith 868
6. Ken Durrett 850
7. Norm Grekin 832
8. George Sutor 826
9. Walter Sampson 791
Career Free Throws Made
1. Lionel Simmons 673
2. Tom Gola 653
3. Michael Brooks 500
4. Ralph Lewis 453
5. Steven Smith 410
6. Chip Greenberg 395 !
7. Donnie Carr 393 1
8. Victor Thomas 385
9. Ken Durrett 377
I
Career Free Throws Attempted
1. Lionel Simmons 932
2. Tom Gola 877
3. Ralph Lewis 838
4. Michael Brooks 714
5. Jim Crawford 654
6. Victor Thomas 557
7. Steven Smith 518
8. Albert Butts 512
9. Donnie Carr 510
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Out With a Bang
In his last game in front of a home crowd at Tom Gola
Arena, Steven Smith registered a double-double with 26
points and a career-high 16 rebounds. His two senior
counterparts also turned in solid performances in their
last home game. Jermaine Thomas scored 10 points and
Lewis Fadipe had four points and seven rebounds.
Diaz Dazzles Again
In just his third start of the season, Sherman Diaz tied
career highs in three categories. The sophomore scored 11
points, grabbed six rebounds and sank four free throws,
all matching previous career-bests.
30 Over 30
Forward Steven Smith hit for 33 points in the Explorers'
loss to Fordham, marking the third time this season the
senior has scored over 30 points. Smith netted 41 at
Central Connecticut State and 31 against American. He
has broken the 30-point barrier one other time in his
career, when he scored 35 at Cincinnati on Dec. 24, 2004.
Jim Phelan Award Finalist
Head Coach John Giannini has been selected as one of 15
finalists for the Jim Phelan Award for national coach of the
year. The was is presented by Collegelnsider.com. The
winner will be announced at the Final Four.
Leader of the Pack
As of March 3, senior Steven Smith is tops among current
Atlantic 10 players in career scoring. The All-America can-
didate comes has scored 1,930 points during his time at
20th and Olney. Temple's Mardy Collins is second with
1,852. La Salle senior Jermaine Thomas is seventh on the
list with 1,252 points.
Seven Stopped Again
La Salle has seen a pair of seven-game win streaks
stopped by two of the nation's top teams this season. The
Explorers opened up their schedule with seven
consecutive wins before falling to nationally-ranked
Villanova. La Salle suffered a loss to nationally-ranked
George Washington to stop its most recent seven-gamer.
The last time the Explorers won eight games in a row
came during the 30-2 season of 1989-90, when La Salle
was undefeated between Jan. 9 and March 15.
Road Sweet Road
La Salle has only lost twice outside of Philadelphia. In
addition to the losses to George Washington and
Fordham, the Explorers' 7-6 road record includes losses to
city rivals Villanova, Temple, Saint Joseph's and Penn.
Third A-10 Honor For Smith
After averaging 23.5 points, seven rebounds and 4.5
assists in wins over Xavier and Dayton, Steven Smith
picked up his third Atlantic 10 Player of the Week award of
the season. The senior scored 25 points and grabbed
eight boards against Dayton and netted 22 points, while
adding six rebounds and six assists against St.
Bonaventure.
NABC Names Smith All-District
Senior Steven Smith was named First Team All-District 3
by the National Association of Basketball Coaches on Feb.
18. The NABC names players to first and second teams in
15 districts, with five players to a team. The 150 players
selected are now elligible for the NABC Division I Ail-
American Team, which will be announced at the
conclusion of the season.
Thomas Dishes Them Out
During the Explorers' last seven-game winning streak,
Jermaine Thomas failed to reach five assists just once,
and averaged 5.4 assists per game. Thomas has dealt at
least five assists in a game 10 times this season, and is
averaging 3.9 assists per game.
Taylor Update
After undergoing surgery for a ruptured appendix,
freshman Marshall Taylor was released from the care of
the Einstein Medical Center on Feb. 24. Taylor's return to
the lineup this season is questionable.
Cunningham Returns
After missing three games due to an ankle injury, guard
Tabby Cunningham came off the bench for limited action
in La Salle's win over Dayton. The sophomore played just
two minutes, was whistled for a foul and committed a
turnover.
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La Salle in the Nation
Division I National Rankings (through games of Feb. 2j)
Individual
Scoring Steven Smith (40th) 19.3 ppg
Team
Field Goal Percentage Defense (26st) 40.2 %
La Salle in theA-10
Atlantic 10 Rankings (through games of March 3J
Scoring Steven Smith (1st) 19.8 ppg
Rebounding Steven Smith (3rd) 7.7 rpg
Mike St. John (15th) 6.4 rpg
Offensive Rebounds Steven Smith (t-i6th) 2.08 rpg
Mike St. John (20th) 1.88 rpg
Defensive Rebounds Steven Smith (2nd) 5.62 rpg
Mike St. John (8th) 4.54 rpg
Steven Smith (5th) .491
Assists Jermaine Thomas (10th) 3.88 apg
Tabby Cunningham (18th) 2.91 apg
FT% Jermaine Thomas (3rd) .826
Steven Smith (11th) .767
Steals Jermaine Thomas (14th) 1.23 spg
Tabby Cunningham (15th) 1.22 spg
Steven Smith (t-i7th) 1.19 spg
3FG c e Darnell Harris (9th) .391
Jermaine Thomas (15th) .374
3FG Made Darnell Harris (3rd) 2.69 3pg
Jermaine Thomas (14th) 1.77 3pg
Blocks Lewis Fadipe (10th) 1.19 bpg
Steven Smith (t-i9th) 0.81 bpg
A/TO Ratio Jermaine Thomas (8th) 1.66
Quite a Line
In the Explorers' win over St. Bonaventure, guard
Jermaine Thomas put together an impressive line in the
stat sheet. The senior scored 17 points, handed out eight
assists and grabbed five rebounds.
DlAZ-ZLING
Sophomore Sherman Diaz had a career game against
St. Bonaventure. Diaz tied career-highs with 11 points and
three assists and made a career-best three three-
pointers. He shot 3-for-4 from beyond the arc after
entering the game shooting i-for-14 from three-point land
this season and 4-for-24 for his career.
It's Been a Long Time
With the win at Xavier, La Salle ensured its first winning
season since 1992-93's 14-13 campaign. After enduring 12
consecutive losing seasons, the Explorers ended the
regular season at 18-9. The last time La Salle won 18 times
in a season came during the 20-win season of
1991-92.
Four for the Road
After picking up their first-ever win at the Cintas Center
with a 79-70 victory over Xavier, the Explorers have won
four Atlantic 10 road games for the first time since joining
the conference. Last season, La Salle came out on top of
three A-10 road games.
More Streak-Snapping
La Salle's 65-44 victory at UMass put an end to the
Minutemen's 12-game home winning streak. Before the
Explorers came to town, UMass had been 8-0 at the
Mullins Center this season.
The Last Time La Salle...
Scored 100 points 12/18/05 at Central Conn. St. (107)
Scored 90 points 12/18/05 at Central Conn. St. (107)
Scored 50 or fewer points 2/12/05 vs. Dayton (45)
Gave up 100 points 12/18/05 at Central Conn. St. (106)
Gave up less than 50 points . . .2/8/06 at Massachusetts (44)
Won by 20 points 2/8/06 at Massachusetts (65-44)
Won by 30 points 12/2S/05 vs. St. Francis (PA) (85-55)
Won eight straight games . .1989-90 (1/9/90 - 3/15/90) (22 wins)
Won seven straight games 2005-06 (1/29/06 - 2/18/06)
Won six straight games 2005-06 (1/29/06 - 2/18/06)
Won five straight games 2005-06 (1/29/06 - 2/18/06)
Won four straight games 2005-06 (1/29/06 - 2/18/06)
Played an overtime game . .12/20/05 vs. Florida International
Played a quadruple-OT game . . .12/18/05 at Central Conn. St.
The Last Time an Explorer...
Scored 40 points 12/18/05, Steven Smith at CCSU (41)
Scored 30 points 3/1/06, Steven Smith at Fordham (33)
Scored 25 points . . .3/4/06, Steven Smith vs. Saint Louis (26)
Grabbed 15 reb 3/4/06, Steven Smith vs. Saint Louis (16)
Had 10 assists 2/13/02, Julian Banks vs. Temple (10)
Had five steals 12/28/05, M'ke St. John vs. St. Francis (PA) (5)
Had five blocks . .11/30/05, Lewis Fadipe vs. Mt. St. Mary's (5)
Made five threes . . .3/1/06, Jermaine Thomas at Fordham (5)
Had a double-double . . .3/4/06, Steven Smith vs. Saint Louis
Shot 100 % FG (5 att.)i2/28/o5, Paul Johnson vs. St. Francis (PA) (5-5)
Shot 100% FT (5 att.) . . .2/11/06, Steven Smith at Xavier (6-6)
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Game Summaries
La Salle 62, Saint Louis 52
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Led by an outstanding performance
from Steven Smith, the La Salle men's basketball team
(18-9, 10-6 Atlantic 10) locked up a first-round bye in the
A-10 tournament, defeating Saint Louis (16-12, 10-6),
62-52, to clinch the third seed. Smith scored 26 points
and snared a career-high 16 rebounds in front of a Senior
Day crowd at Tom Gola Arena.
The Explorers, who led for almost the entire game,
jumped out to a quick 7-2 lead, but the Billikens fought
back to take their only lead of the game at 8-7. Then
La Salle switched to a zone defense in an attempt to
confuse Saint Louis. The change worked, as the Billikens
turned the ball over on their next possession and the
turnover resulted in a Sherman Diaz three-pointer. On
Saint Louis' next trip down the court, Smith blocked a
hurried shot by Ian Vouyoukas, setting up a three-pointer
by senior Jermaine Thomas.
La Salle kept the Billikens at bay for the rest of the half,
but Saint Louis closed the gap to three points, heading to
the locker room with the score 25-22. The Explorers kept
plugging away, refusing to let Saint Louis get within
reach.
Smith hit a back-breaking three-pointer with the shot
clock about to expire to put his team up eight points and
take the wind out of Saint Louis's sails. La Salle would
lead by no fewer than six points the rest of the way.
Diaz tied a career-high with 11 points and Thomas
finished with 10. Vouyoukas led Saint Louis with 13
points. Tommie Liddell registered a double-double with 11
points and 10 rebounds.
Smith's 26 points moved him past Kareem Townes and
into seventh place all-time in scoring at La Salle. The
senior now has 1,930 points.
The game also marked the final appearances at La Salle
for seniors Smith, Thomas and Lewis Fadipe. Fadipe
grabbed seven rebounds and added four points.
With the win, the Explorers will not have to play in the
A-10 tournament until Thursday, March 9 at 8:30 p.m.,
when they will face the winner of the game between the
sixth and 11th seeds.
Fordham 83, La Salle 74
BRONX. NY - Despite fighting back from an 11-point
halftime deficit, the La Salle men's basketball team (17-9,
9-8 Atlantic 10) suffered an 83-74 loss to Fordham (13-15,
8-7) at Rose Hill Gym. Senior Steven Smith scored a game-
high 33 points, 21 coming in the first half.
The Rams shot the lights out in the first 20 minutes,
converting 9-of-i3 three-point attempts on their way to
building a 16-point lead. La Salle was hot from three-point
land as well, shooting 5-for-7, but headed to the locker
room down 47-36.
The Explorers fought back early in the second stanza,
led by the play of Tabby Cunningham, who was listed as
questionable for the game after suffering a knee injury in
practice. The sophomore came up with two quick steals to
spark a 13-3 run to cut Fordham's lead to one point. The
first pick resulted in a layup for the 5-foot-8 guard, who
found an open Jermaine Thomas for a three-pointer after
his second swipe of the half.
Later, Thomas hit another three on a two-on-one break
with Smith, and then drilled another trey to cut the Rams
lead to one. That would be as close as the Explorers
would get. Fordham rattled off a 17-5 run to take another
double-digit lead. La Salle fought back several times,
eventually shaving the Rams' lead to five points with
under a minute to play, but with the Explorers forced to
foul, Fordham held on for the win.
Thomas drained a season-high five three-pointers on
his way to 17 points; Cunningham netted seven points,
junior Mike St. John pulled down 11 rebounds, adding
seven points. The Explorers shot 49 percent from the field
and 42 percent from beyond the arc.
The Rams, who shot 54 percent from the floor and 59
percent from three-point land, were led by Corey McCrae's
career-high 25 points. The senior shot a perfect 6-for-6 on
the night, all coming from three-point range. Bryant
Dunston registered 20 points and eight rebounds, while
Jermaine Anderson added 14 points.
The Explorers return home for their final game of the
regular season with a bye in the A-10 tournament on the
line, when they host Saint Louis on Saturday, March 4 on
Senior Day. Tip-off is slated for 2:05 p.m.
George Washington 77, La Salle 65
WASHINGTON, DC -After flirting with an upset for most of
the game, the La Salle men's basketball team (17-8, 9-5
Atlantic 10) saw its seven-game win streak come to an
end, falling to No. 6 George Washington (23-1, 13-0) at the
Charles E. Smith Center by a score of 77-65. Sophomore
Darnell Harris scored a game-high 19 points in the loss.
The Explorers held a 35-31 lead at halftime and held on
to that lead for the first four minutes of the second half
before the Colonials made a charge to take control of the
game. After a Steven Smith jumper put 1 ,1 Salle up by
seven points just into the second stan/.i. Ge.Qrge
Washington scored the next 10 points to go up by three
with over 14 minutes to play. But the Explorers refused to
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let the game get out of reach.
Junior Mike St. John hit a three-pointer to put La Salle
back on top with under 13 minutes left, but George
Washington roared back with a 20-8 run that was
punctuated with three-pointer by Philadelphia native
Maureece Rice. After that, the closest the Explorers would
get would be eight points.
The Colonials went the entire second half without their
top player, Pops Mensah-Bonsu, who suffered a knee
injury late in the first half. Several George Washington
players stepped up in his absence, including Regis
Koundjia (13 points) and Omar Williams, who scored all of
his seven points in the second half.
After La Salle held a 18-14 rebounding edge at halftime,
the Colonials buckled down on the glass, pulling in 16
second-half rebounds, compared to the Explorers' nine.
Harris scored 10 of his 19 points in the first half, helping
La Salle hold off George Washington's offensive surge.
The sophomore hit three three-pointers in the game, all
from long range. Smith finished with 12 points and senior
Jermaine Thomas added 10, including a pair of treys.
Williams snared a game-high seven rebounds, while
Smith and fellow senior Lewis Fadipe grabbed six boards
each to lead La Salle. The Explorers shot 50 percent from
the field, slightly better than the Colonials' 49 percent.
La Salle 74, Dayton 71
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The La Salle men's basketball team
b-7-7, 9-4 Atlantic 10) won its seventh consecutive game,
dropping Dayton (12-14, 4-8), 74-71, in a contest that saw
the lead change hands 20 times. The Explorers were led
by the play of senior Steven Smith, who scored a game-
high 25 points, including a clutch turnaround three-
pointer as the shot clock was expiring.
After the two teams battled back and forth for the first
32 minutes, the Explorers put together an 8-2 run to take
an eight-point lead. During that stretch came Smith's
back-breaking three. Coming out of a timeout with only 10
seconds on the shot clock, junior Mike St. John passed up
an open three and kicked the ball out to sophomore
Darnell Harris, who also passed on a trey with three ticks
left on the clock. Instead, he fed the ball to Smith, who
hoisted a turnaround jumper from behind the arc that
somehow found the bottom of the net.
The Flyers would fight back, cutting the lead down to
one point with under two minutes to play, but Smith sank
a pair of free throws to give La Salle some breathing room.
Dayton had a pair of chances to tie it at the close of the
game. With two seconds left, the Flyers' Brian Roberts
attempted a three, which did not fall. The rebound was
tipped right back to him and he tried again to tie the
game, unsuccessfully. Roberts finished with 24 points.
La Salle got a solid performance from Harris, who sank
four trifectas on his way to 16 points. Teammate Jermaine
Thomas added 17 points.
With 17 victories, La Salle has already achieved its
highest win total since its last winning season, 1992-93,
when the Explorers won 20 games.
The Explorers have won seven straight for the second
time this season after opening the year 7-0 before falling
to then-No. 3 Villanova.
La Salle 74, St. Bonaventure 62
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Despite allowing St. Bonaventure
(7-16, 1-11 Atlantic 10) a narrow lead for a good portion of
the first half, La Salle (16-7, 8-4) took control of a sloppy
game and picked up a 74-62 victory on the strength of
four Explorers scoring in double figures.
La Salle took a while to get rolling, as the Bonnies held
a four-point lead with under 10 minutes to go in the first
frame. The Explorers would retain control with a layup by
senior Lewis Fadipe. La Salle slowly eeked out a double-
digit lead as the clock wore down toward halftime.
Sherman Diaz scored eight first-half points off the bench,
including a pair of three-pointers. The sophomore
finished with 11 points, tying a career-high.
Senior All-America candidate Steven Smith netted a
game-high 22 points, adding six rebounds and six assists.
Fellow senior Jermaine Thomas tallied 17 points, eight
assists and five rebounds. Sophomore Darnell Harris
chipped in 12 points.
The Explorers picked up the win without the services of
Marshall Taylor and Tabby Cunningham. Taylor suffered a
ruptured appendix the night before the game and remains
under care of Einstein Medical Center, while Cunningham
missed his third straight game after suffering an ankle
injury.
La Salle needed its bench to step up in the absence of
Cunningham and Taylor, and the Explorers reserves
outscored their St. Bonaventure counterparts 15-10.
Junior guard Sean Neal played a season-high 13 minutes,
scoring two point and grabbing a pair of rebounds. Neal
grabbed a board on the defensive glass and went coast-
to-coast for a fast-break layup to account for his two
points.
The Explorers shot 47 percent from the field, compared
to the Bonnies' 39 percent, and outrebounded St.
Bonaventure 42-40. •
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La Salle 79, Xavier 70
CINCINNATI, OH - The La Salle men's basketball team
(15-7, 7-4 Atlantic 10) guaranteed a winning season with a
79-70 win over conference rival Xavier (14-7, 5-5) at the
Cintas Center. The Explorers fended off a late Musketeer
comeback attempt to lock down their fifth win in a row
and first winning season since the 1992-93 campaign.
La Salle saw three players reach double figures in
scoring, led by a game-high 23 points from All-America
candidate Steven Smith. The senior also pulled down a
game-high 11 rebounds for his sixth double-double of the
season.
The game was closely-contested for the entire first half,
with a five-point La Salle advantage serving as the largest
lead for either team. After the two teams traded baskets
for most of the half, the Explorers took a 40-36 lead into
the locker room at the break.
After a Dedrick Finn three-pointer at the very beginning
of the second half cut the La Salle lead to one point,
Xavier did not make a field goal for the next nine minutes.
By that point, the Explorers had rattled off an 18-8 run and
led by as many as 15 points after a Darnell Harris three-
pointer. The sophomore finished with 18 points and five
rebounds and connected on a trifecta of three-pointers.
Teammate senior Jermaine Thomas also netted 18 points
on three treys, adding eight rebounds and six assists.
The La Salle double-digit lead would not hold, as Xavier
used a four-minute 12-3 run to cut the lead to two points
after Stanley Burrell found Justin Cage in the lane for a
layup. That would be as close as the Musketeers would
get as the two teams battled back and forth before a
Marshall Taylor left-handed layup gave the Explorers a six
point lead.
Xavier would get within five points with under a minute
to play, but the Musketeers were forced to foul and
La Salle made good on its free-throw attempts to seal the
victory.
La Salle won the battle of the boards, 45-30, and
grabbed a 16 offensive rebounds. Junior Mike St. John
contributed nine rebounds. The Explorers shot 43 percent
from the field and 47 percent from beyond the arc. Xavier
connected on 38 percent of its shots, making only 24
percent of its attempts from three-point land.
La Salle 65, Massachusetts 44
AMHERST, MA With a 65-44 win over Massachusetts,
the La Salle Explorers (14-7, 6-4 Atlantic 10) guaranteed
their first non-losing season in 12 years. La Salle used a
series of scoring streaks to defeat UMass (10-10, 5-5) and
ensure that they will finish .500 or better for the first time
since the 1992-93.
The Explorers saw four players score in double figures
and spent most of the second half without the services of
senior Steven Smith, who was whistled for his fourth foul
with over 14 minutes left to play.
After falling behind by six points early in a sloppy first
half, La Salle used a 13-0 run to take the lead. The run
featured a quick stretch of a Smith follow dunk, then a
Smith three-pointer followed by a Paul Johnson fast-break
dunk off a steal. The Minutemen ended their scoring
drought with a Brandon Thomas three, but by halftime
La Salle led 27-22 on the strength of an 18-6 run.
The Explorers came out breathing fire in the second half,
rattling off 10 straight points, including three-straight
Darnell Harris trifectas. The sophomore finished with a
team-high 14 points and nine rebounds. La Salle saw its
second overwhelming run reach 17-6 before Umass came
back to life. After hitting six consecutive free throws, the
Minutemen's James Life unleashed three straight three-
pointers to cut the La Salle lead to 46-41. Life scored 15
consecutive points in that span and finished with 18 after
hitting another trey, his team's only other basket of the
half.
After Life cooled off and missed his second consecutive
three-point attempt, the ball appeared headed out of
bounds when teammate Rashaun Freeman dove into the
crowd to save the rebound. The ball found La Salle senior
Jermaine Thomas, who passed the ball to Smith
volleyball-style for a layup.
Smith finished with 10 points in just 27 minutes, while
Thomas added 12 points. Junior Mike St. John, playing in
front of a hometown crowd, scored 13 points, including
three three-pointers, which tied a career-high.
The Explorers handed the Minutemen their first home
loss of the season, ending a string of 12 straight wins at
the Mullins Center.
La Salle 62, Temple 56
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The La Salle men's basketball team
snapped a 15-game Big 5 losing streak, handing Temple a
62-56 defeat before a sell-out crowd at Tom Gola Arena.
The win was the first in Big 5 play for the Explorers'
senior class. Senior Steven Smith led all scorers with 21
points, including a career-high five three pointers.
Temple opened up an early five-point lead, but La Salle
fought right back and took the lead for good on Smith's
first bucket of the game, a three-pointer with just under
14 minutes to play. I he Explorers exploited temple's
matchup zone, making multiple passes to find an open
man, most often for a trey. La Salle shot i4-for-28 from
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beyond the arc for the game.
Sophomore Darnell Harris, who scored 17 points in a
Jan. 14 loss at Temple, netted 19, tying a career-high by
hitting five trifectas. Senior Jermaine Thomas added nine
points on three huge treys.
After the La Salle lead grew to as many as nine points
late in the second half, Temple attempted a comeback,
slicing the deficit to two with under two minutes to play
on a Mardy Collins put-back. Smith collected a Harris miss
and was fouled going to the hoop. The All-America
candidate then hit a pair of free throws to extend the lead
to four points.
On the Owls' next possession, Collins was whistled for
traveling, handing the ball back to the Explorers. Thomas
was fouled and missed the front end of a one-and-one
and Smith's tip-in didn't fall. Temple's Wayne Marshall
grabbed the board and the Owls set up their offense.
Smith, playing tight defense on Antwayne Robinson, was
run into Marshall, who was attempting to set a pick, but
knocked Smith to the floor and drew an offensive foul.
Harris sank a pair of free throws on the Explorers' next
possession, sealing La Salle's first Big 5 win since Feb. 13,
2002.
La Salle shot 47 percent from the floor, compared to
Temple's 37 percent. The Owls won the battle on the
boards, 34-28.
La Salle 75, Duquesne 66
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The La Salle men's basketball team
notched its 12th win of the season, defeating Duquesne
(3-16, 1-7 Atlantic 10), for the second time this season, by
a score of 75-66 at the A.J. Palumbo Center. The Explorers
(12-7, 4-4) led by as many as 19 points, and saw three
players score in double figures.
Senior Jermaine Thomas led La Salle with a season-high
20 points, including three three-pointers. Sophomore
Darnell Harris finished with 12 points, while senior Steven
Smith added 11 points and eight rebounds.
The Explorers, who led wire to wire, used a late first-
half run to pull away from the Dukes. Led by six Lewis
Fadipe points, La Salle outscored Duquesne 13-1 over a
four-minute span and took a 41-25 lead into the locker
room at halftime. Fadipe finished with eight points, all
coming in the first half.
La Salle got off to a slow start, missing four of its first
five shots, but still managed to eek out an 8-1 lead as
Harris hit back-to-back three pointers. Duquesne scored
11 of the next 16 points to cut the La Salle lead to one with
under 12 minutes to play in the first half, but that would
be as close as the Dukes would come.
Duquesne made a game of it in the second half,
chipping away at the Explorers' once-comfortable lead.
The Dukes cut it down to nine points with under nine
minutes to play.
La Salle answered right back, rebuilding its lead to 16
points with under five minutes to play. The relentless
Dukes refused to let the Explorers breathe
easily, cutting the lead down to nine points in the waning
minutes.
Sophomore Tabby Cunningham grabbed a career-high
seven rebounds. The 5-foot-8 guard also dishedout seven
assists and finished with two points.
Bryant McAllister led the Dukes with 20 points. La Salle
outrebounded Duquesne by a 40-29 margin.
La Salle 68, Massachusetts 61
PHILADELPHIA, PA- The La Salle men's basketball team
(11-7, 3-4 Atlantic 10) put an end to a five-game losing
streak, gutting out a victory over conference rival
Massachusetts (9-8, 4-3) at Tom Gola Arena. The
Explorers led by double digits, but UMass cut the lead to
just three points late in the game. La Salle fended off the
Minutemens' last effort and came out on top, 68-61.
Senior Steven Smith led the Explorers with 24 points
and nine rebounds. The national player of the year
candidate hit La Salle's first bucket of the game, a
three-pointer, but landed awkwardly on the floor and
appeared to re-injure his ankle. He returned after a quick
visit to the bench and scored his team's first seven points
of the game.
UMass built an early six-point lead, but the Explorers
countered with their first non-Smith points, coming by
way of a Jermaine Thomas three-pointer. The shot put
La Salle up 10-9, a lead the Explorers would not
relinquish. Thomas finished with 19 points and five
assists.
La Salle stretched its lead to 13 points early in the
second half, but UMass started to chip away at the
Explorers' cushion. The Minutemen whittled their deficit
down to three points with just over two minutes to play,
but Thomas nailed a jumper with the shot clock winding
down to put the Explorers up 61-56, forcing UMass to foul.
La Salle converted seven of nine free-throw attempts
down the stretch to seal the deal. Sophomore Darnell
Harris was the third Explorer to reach double figures in
scoring, netting 14 points on 4-for-7 shooting from
beyond the arc. Massachusetts had a duo of double-
doubles from Stephane Lasme (13 points, 12 rebounds)
and Rashaun Freeman (11 points, 10 rebounds).
The Explorers were outrebounded, 39-36, but
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committed just nine turnovers to UMass' 14.
Penn 73, La Salle 65
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The La Salle men's basketball team
(10-7, 0-3 Big 5) came out on the losing end of yet
another Big 5 game, giving Penn (10-5, 1-2) all they could
handle before the Quakers gutted out a 73-65 win. The
Explorers lost their fifth game in a row and extended their
record Big 5 losing streak to 15 games.
Penn jumped out to an early eight-point lead, but
La Salle clawed its way back into the game,- led by
sophomore Tabby Cunningham. With the Explorers down
six with under five minutes to play in the first half, senior
Lewis Fadipe pulled down a rebound off a David
Whitehurst miss and fed the ball to Cunningham who took
off on a fast break and drove the lane. Cunningham faked
a layup and used a no-look underhand dish to find Fadipe
for a two-handed slam. Not 10 seconds later, Cunningham
swiped the ball from Whitehurst and fed senior Jermaine
Thomas for a layup, cutting the Quaker lead to two points.
After a Penn timeout, freshman Paul Johnson blocked
Friedrich Ebede's shot and Cunningham came up with the
rebound and fed senior Steven Smith for a three-point
bucket that gave the Explorers their first lead.
Penn took a two-point lead to the locker room at break,
but quickly built a six-point cushion in the second half. A
Darnell Harris three-pointer cut the Penn lead to three
points with under 13 minutes to play. On the Explorers'
next trip down the court, sophomore Sherman Diaz took
the game into his hands. Holding the ball along the
baseline just inside the three-point arc, Diaz broke toward
the basket and threw down a thunderous dunk in the face
of Penn's Mark Zoller. He then immediately stole the ball
as the Quakers came up the court and was intentionally
fouled while attempting a fast-break layup. After
converting both free throws, Diaz had La Salle within one
point with the ball. A Smith jumper gave the Explorers the
lead.
The teams battled back and forth before the Quakers
went on a 10-/4 rur>. led by a pair of Zoller threes. Zoller
finished with a career-high 25 points, including four treys.
Smith, who finished with a team-high 23 points, picked
up his fifth foul while attempting a shot and was given a
technical on his way to the bench. Although Penn's Eric
Osmundson missed both free throws, the technical was
still a momentum killer for the Explorers, who had ( losed
the gap to 66-62 with just over a minute to play.
A Harris three-pointer with 37 seconds left brought
La Salle to within three, but the Explorers wen 1 For< ed to
foul and Penn held on to give head coach and
alum Fran Dunphy his 300th win.
Saint Joseph's 66, La Salle 54
PHILADELPHIA, PA -After holding Saint Joseph's to just 16
points in the first half, the Explorers let up 50 second-half
points, falling 66-54 in Big 5 action at the Palestra. From
the looks of play in the first half, La Salle was headed
toward victory, but the second stanza took a dramatic turn
and the Explorers dropped to 10-6 (2-4 Atlantic 10, 0-2
Big 5).
La Salle shut down Saint Joseph's early on, using a
stringent defense that caused eight turnovers and
swatted five shots. The Explorers scored the game's first
nine points and opened up a 13-point lead as the Hawks
shot a paltry 14 percent from the floor for the half. In
contrast, La Salle hit 40 percent of their shots, led by nine
points from senior Steven Smith, who finished with 17
points.
Coming out of the locker room at the break, the
Explorers held a 27-16 advantage. Here's wear the
dramatic twist in the plot kicked in. The Hawks came out
and rattled off a 16-5 run to tie the game. Saint Joseph's
outscored La Salle 50-27 in the second half. Hawks
forward Chet Stachitas nailed a trifecta of three-pointers
on his way to scoring 15 points, all in the second half.
Dwayne Lee and Rob Ferguson, who were held scoreless
in the first half, finished with 10 and 11 points,
respectively. The Explorers shot just 8-for-29 in the
second half.
Senior Jermaine Thomas scored eight points for
La Salle, while junior Mike St. John contributed seven
points and nine rebounds off the bench. Saint Joseph's
held the advantage in rebounds, 41-30.
Rhode Island 71, La Salle 68
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Despite mounting a second halt
comeback after trailing most of the way, the La Salle
men's basketball team (10-5, 2- ] Atlantic 10) could not
hold on as Rhode Island (9-6, 3-1) gutted out a 71-68 win
at Tom Gola Arena. The Rams won the contest at the toul
line, making six clutch free throws at the end 0! the
The Explorers tied the game at 63 with just under two
minutes to play on a Darnell Harris three pointer.
Freshman Marshall layloi penetrated the lane and kicked
the ball out to Harris, who found the bottom of the net.
From that point on, six of Rhode Island's final eight points
were scored from the chanty stripe.
La Salle kept it close, trailing by three points with 1
minute, 1
J
se< onds left on the clock. The Explorers had a
1 ham e to tie when senior Steven Smith was open for a
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:
three-pointer, but sophomore Tabby Cunningham could
not get him the bait. Guard jermaine Thomas was
fouled
on the play. Thomas made the ensuing free throws
to cut
the deficit to one, but Rhode Island's Jamaal
Wise was
fouled on the next possession and sank his foul
shots to
put the Rams back up three. Smith heaved a
three-
pointer on his next trip down the court, but the
shot
didn't fall.
Rhode Island sealed off the win with a layup off a
long
outlet pass from Jimmy Baron to Dawan Robinson,
beating La Salle's full court pressure.
Robinson led all
scorers with 20 points. Smith and Thomas paced
the
Explorers with 16 points apiece. Taylor
contributed 11
points, while Harris netted 14 on four trifectas.
La Salle trailed by as many as nine points in the
first
half, but went into the locker room down six.
The
Explorers tied the game early in the second stanza on a
Taylor three-pointer. La Salle then went on a
10-1 run to
take its biggest lead of the game at six points.
From
there, the game was closely contested as no team
led by
more than four points until the closing seconds.
The start of the game was delayed by 49 minutes, as
the referees were late as a result of a
conflict of
information. The loss is the third in a row for
the
Explorers.
Temple 68, La Salle 52
PHILADELPHIA, PA - After leading for almost the entire
first half, the La Salle men's basketball team (10-4,
2-2
Atlantic 10) could not survive Temple's second-half
surge,
as the Owls (8-6, 2-2) came from behind to hand
the
Explorers their second consecutive loss. Guard
Darnell
Harris was red hot early on, scoring 17 first-half points,
but the Temple defense adjusted and held him
scoreless
in the second half.
After the Owls took an 8-2 lead, Harris hit his first
five
shots, all three-pointers, to spark a 25-6
Explorers run
that gave them their largest lead of the game at 11 points.
La Salle sank seven treys in the first half, but
made only
two in the second half. Fifteen of Harris' points
came in
the first seven minutes and after the Temple
defense
stepped up coverage on the sophomore, he was held
to
just two points the rest of the way.
After the Explorers took a 35-30 lead into the
locker
room at halftime, Temple came out strong in the second
half, ratcheting up its defense to hold La Salle to
just 17
second-half points.The Owls forced the Explorers into 19
turnovers, with 12 coming in the second half. La Salle shot
just 32 percent from the floor in the second
half and 41
percent for the game.
Led by Dustin Salisbury's 15 second-half points,
Temple
put together a 24-10 run that gave them a nine-point
advantage with 7 minutes, 22 seconds to play. After
a
Steven Smith layup with 6 minutes, 23 seconds
remaining, the Owls' defense held La Salle scoreless
for
the next four minutes, extending the lead to 14
points. By
then the game was out of reach for the Explorers.
Salisbury finished with a game-high 23 points, while
teammate Mardy Collins chipped in 17 points. Smith
scored 15 points and grabbed eight rebounds.
Senior
jermaine Thomas also snared eight boards, but was held
to just three points, which came on a trey just before the
end of regulation. Temple's Antwayne Robinson also
had
a game-high eight rebounds for the Owls, who outre-
bounded La Salle 41-36.
Harris' five three-pointers tied a career high he
set
against Temple last season.
Charlotte 64, La Salle 52
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Driven by 11 three-pointers, Atlantic
10 newcomer Charlotte (10-5, 3-0 A-10) handed the
Explorers (10-3, 2-1) their first conference loss
of the
season, 64-52. The 49ers used a trio of Leemire
Goldwire
threes down the stretch to seal the game.
After trailing by as many as eight points in the first half,
La Salle cut the deficit to a single
point with under 10
minutes to play. The 49ers had stretched the lead back
up
to eight when Goldwire sank a trey. After a pair of La
Salle
free throws, Goldwire struck again for three.
The reigning
A-10 Co-Player of the Week then hit a third trifecta in
as
many trips down the floor, putting the Explorers in a
15-point hole.
After seeing at least four players score in double
figures
in six games this season, La Salle had only one
player
break the 10-point mark. Senior Steven Smith
registered
his fifth double-double of the season, scoring
a game-
high 17 points and grabbing 11 rebounds.
Junior Mike St.
John provided a huge spark off the bench,
swiping 13
rebounds and energizing the Explorers. He finished
with
six points.
.
Charlotte big man Curtis Withers also earned a double-
double with 13 points and 12 rebounds.
Goldwire finished
with 16 points and teammate Marcus Bennett added
12
points off the bench.
The Explorers were outrebounded 41-33. and
shot 39
percent from the floor compared to the 49ers' 37
percent.
La Salle 67, Richmond 56
RICHMOND, VA - Once again led by a balanced scoring
attack, the La Salle Explorers (10-2, 2-0
Atlantic 10) held
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off a tough Richmond team {y-y, o-i) to earn a 67-56 win
at the Robins Center. For the sixth time this season, four
Explorers scored in double figures. The victory gives
La Salle 10 wins, equalling its win total from last season.
The Explorers survived a second-half Spider charge to
win a streaky game that was filled with one scoring run
after another. After Richmond started off the game with a
7-4 advantage, La Salle unfurled a 21-6 run to take
control. Just as the Explorers stretched their lead to a
game-high 13 points, Richmond responded with an 18-6
run that made it a one-point game with 12 minutes left in
the game. That would be as close at the Spiders would
get, as La Salle would score 17 of the next 23 points to
take a 60-48 lead.
Sophomore Darnell Harris had a hot hand from three-
point land, connecting on four treys. Harris scored a
game-high 15 points, and his trifecta with 4 minutes, 54
seconds to go proved to be the final nail in the Richmond
coffin.
Senior Steven Smith scored 14 points, and junior Mike
St. John and freshman Marshall Taylor contributed 11
points each, as the Explorers hung 67 points on a
Richmond squad that entered the game ranked second in
the nation in points allowed. The most points the Spiders
had previously allowed this season came from Tulane,
who scored 64 points on Dec. 27.
Senior Lewis Fadipe was a force on the glass in the first
half for the Explorers, grabbing all eight of his rebounds in
the opening frame. Smith finished with seven boards.
Gaston Moliva led Richmond with 14 points and eight
rebounds and Peter Thomas chipped in 13 points. The
Spiders held the edge in rebounding by a 36-31 margin.
La Salle 84, Duquesne 61
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The La Salle men's basketball team
(9-2, 1-0 Atlantic 10) opened its conference schedule with
a matinee win over visiting Duquesne (2-10, 0-1), 84-61.
After falling behind by as many as 11 points in the first
half, the Explorers took control in the second half,
powered by a 15-0 run.
Down 43-40 with under 16 minutes left on the clock,
junior Mike St. John sank a free throw to kick off the run.
Senior Steven Smith hit a face-up jumper on La Salle's
next possession, and senior Jermaine Thomas made the
most out of a long defensive rebound, finding a streaking
Paul Johnson for a fast-break layup. By the time the
Explorers looked up, they were ahead 60-45 with under
nine minutes to play.
La Salle made good use of the shot clock in closing
out the Dukes, running it down to single digits and twice
finding an open Darnell Harris for a three-pointer.
For the fourth time this season, La Salle had five
players score in double-figures. Smith led the Explorers
with 21 points, 14 coming in the second half. Harris
finished with 14 points and Thomas netted 12. Freshmen
Marshall Taylor and Johnson scored 10 points each.
Duquesne's Bryant McAllister led all scorers with 22
points. Aaron Jackson kicked in 16 points for the Dukes.
Over 1,700 students from 13 area elementary schools
were in attendance for the Explorers first conference win.
Hofstra 71, La Salle 70
PHILADELPHIA, PA - The La Salle men's basketball team
squandered an eight-point lead with under five minutes
to play, allowing Hofstra (8-2) to fight its way back and
win a closely-contested game at Tom Gola Arena, 71-70.
The loss spoiled a fine night by senior Steven Smith, who
notched his fourth double-double of the season with 21
points and 10 rebounds.
With La Salle leading 69-61 with 4:34 left on the clock,
Hofstra mounted a comeback that was kicked off with a
Aurimas Kieza three-pointer. The Pride's Carlos Rivera
stole the ball from Tabby Cunningham and fed Kieza for a
jumper. Kieza then picked Smith's pocket and took off for
a fast-break layup, tying the score at 69.
On La Salle's next possession, Smith was fouled
attempting a layup. He made one of two free throws to
give the Explorers a one-point lead. Hofstra's Antoine
Agudio then hit a jumper with just over a minute left to
put the Pride up 71-70.
The Explorers had a couple of chances to take the lead.
Senior Jermaine Thomas missed a jumper with 47
seconds to go, and Rivera corralled the rebound. On the
ensuing possession, Greg Johnson missed a three and the
rebound went out of bounds, giving La Salle the ball with
six seconds left. After a Hofstra timeout, Cunningham
tried to drive the length of the court, but was tied up and
lost the ball as time expired.
Agudio's 23 points led all scorers. La Salle's Darnell
Harris contributed 16 points on 6-for-9 shooting, including
four treys. Freshman Paul Johnson added 11 points. I he
Explorers connected on 50 percent of their shots.
Loren Stokes had 18 points for the Pride, who shot 49
percent from the floor. Adrian Uter added 12 points and
Kieza finished with nine.
La Salle 85, St. Francis (PA) 55
PHILADI i PHIA, PA • After .1 Five-day tayofl following then
Ins! loss ui the season, the Explorers (8-1) responded with
an 85-55 drubbing of St. ( rani is (PA) at lorn Gola Arena.
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Five La Salle players registered double figures in scoring,
led by All-America candidate Steven Smith, who netted 16
points.
La Salle built a 16-point lead in the first half, but St.
Francis narrowed the margin to nine as the teams went to
the locker room. The Explorers tightened up on defense
early in the second half, keeping the Red Flash scoreless
for a five-minute span, led by the hustle of Mike St. John.
The junior grabbed five steals on the night. All told,
La Salle went on a 27-2 run that lasted from just after the
16-minute mark until there was only six minutes left to
play.
The Explorers saw their lead balloon to as many as 41
points, which was a welcome sight after being on the
receiving end of a 41-point loss to No. 3 Villanova on
Dec. 22.
Senior jermaine Thomas finished with 14 points, while
classmate Lewis Fadipe set a career-high with 12 points.
He also grabbed seven rebounds and swatted one shot.
Freshman Paul Johnson scored 11 points and sophomore
Darnell Harris tallied 12 points off the bench.
The last time La Salle won by 30 or more points was on
Jan. 23, 2000, a 80-49 victory at Xavier.
The Explorers shot 53 percent from the field, compared
to St. Francis' 42 percent. La Salle also held the edge in
rebounds, 40-26.
The Red Flash (2-8) suffered their sixth-straight loss
and never led by more than one point.
Villanova 98, La Salle 57
VILLANOVA, PA -The La Salle men's basketball team saw
its undefeated streak end, falling to nationally-ranked
Villanova, 98-57, at the Pavilion. After the Explorers (7-1)
jumped out to an early lead, the third-ranked Wildcats
(8-0), led by the strong shooting of Allan Ray and Randy
Foye, charged back to take control of the game.
La Salle came out strong, scoring the game's first seven
points and did not relinquish the lead until a Mike Nardi
three-pointer tied it at 11. Sophomore Darnell Harris
scored five of La Salle's first seven points.
Ray scored 15 first-half points, including four three-
pointers. Three of those treys came in a three-minute
span, and led to a 16-point Villanova cushion. The
Explorers headed to the locker room down 20 points. Ray
finished with a game-high 21 points on 7-of-i3 shooting.
Any attempt at a La Salle comeback was thwarted by
Foye's red-hot second-half shooting. Foye hit six trifectas
in the second half and finished the game with eight
threes. He scored 20 points on the night, 15 of which
came in the second half.
Villanova used double- and triple-teams on senior
Steven Smith, who scored 13 points. Harris led the
Explorers with 15 points.
La Salle shot 35 percent from the floor, compared to
Villanova's 54 percent. The Wildcats held the narrow edge
in rebounds, 37-35.
La Salle 70, Florida International 61, ot
PHILADELPHIA, PA - For the second time in three days the
La Salle men's basketball team needed more than the
regulation 40 minutes to win a b'allgame. After defeating
Central Connecticut State in quadruple-overtime on Dec.
18, the Explorers came back from a 16-point deficit to beat
Florida International, 70-61, requiring only one extra
frame.
Trailing by eight points with six minutes left in
regulation, the Explorers mounted their comeback. A pair
of free throws by senior Jermaine Thomas cut it to six,
before Thomas sank a three-pointer on La Salle's next
possession. The guard scored his 1,000th career point
earlier in the half and finished with 13.
After Florida International's Ismael N'Diaye committed
a turnover, sophomore Darnell Harris was fouled and sank
one of two free throws, shaving the Golden Panthers' lead
to two. N'Diaye missed a layup that ted to another
Thomas three to give the Explorers their first lead.
An Elvis Lora three-pointer gave FIU the lead again
before a Mike St. John layup and old-fashioned three-
point play put La Salle back on top. Lora hit another trey
to put Florida International ahead before senior Steven
Smith banked a shot off the glass to tie it with 30 seconds
to play.
The Explorers took control early in the overtime,
breaking off a 7-0 run ignited by a Sherman Diaz three-
pointer. La Salle outscored Florida International 11-2 in
the extra period.
The Explorers came out flat to start the game, falling
behind 16-6 and trailed 39-23 at the half. Diaz, who did
not play at all in the first half, started the second half and
gave La Salle a much-needed spark off the bench. The
sophomore finished with 11 points and three key
rebounds. The 11 points tied a career high for Diaz.
For the second game in a row, five Explorers scored in
double-figures, led by Smith's 16 points. St. John added
13 points and 12 rebounds, while Harris chipped in 12.
Lora led all scorers with 17 points for the Golden Panthers.
The win puts La Salle at 7-0, the program's best start
since going 8-0 in 1989-90. Florida International falls to
3-6.
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La Salle 107, Central Conn. St. 106, 4 ot
NEW BRITAIN, CT - A pair of free throws by sophomore
Darnell Harris with no time on the clock in the fourth
overtime gave La Salle (6-o) a 107-106 victory over Central
Connecticut State (4-4).
With the Explorers trailing by a point, the Blue Devil's
Javier Mojica missed a pair of free throws with five
seconds to play. Harris rebounded the second miss and
drove the length of the court to put up a desperation shot
at the top of the key with one-tenth of a second left. The
shot missed, but the referee's whistle blew just as time
expired, as Mojica got a hand on Harris and was called for
the three-shot foul.
With his teammates looking on from the bench, Harris
took to the charity stripe and missed the first shot. He hit
the second, forcing at least a tie, before nailing the third
free throw to give the Explorers the victory.
To say the win was in dramatic fashion would be an
understatement, as each of the extra periods concluded
with nail-biting finishes. At the close of the second
overtime, with La Salle trailing 83-80, senior Steven Smith
drained a three-pointer from the corner with 4.4 seconds
on the clock to force a third extra period. Smith put the
Explorers on his back, taking on double- and triple-teams
to score 21 points during the overtimes. He finished with
a career-high 41 points and added 10 rebounds for his
third double-double of the season.
Mojica's jumper with less than five seconds to play in
the third overtime tied the game. The shot came just after
a Harris three gave the lead, 93-91. At the close of the first
extra frame, the Blue Devils' Justin Chiera hit a trey that
tied the game at 72 with under a minute to play. After
getting the ball back, Chiera put up a last-second shot
that caught iron, with the rebound going to Mojica, whose
buzzer-beater attempt fell short.
Smith's 41 points led all scorers. Tristan Blackwood's
28 points led Central Connecticut State, which had five
players reach double-digits in scoring. Chiera added 21,
while Obie Nwadike had 19 points and 18 rebounds. For
the Explorers, Harris finished with 16 points and freshman
Paul Johnson chipped in 13 points. Senior Jermaine
Thomas scored 10 points, as did freshman Marshall
Taylor, who was making his debut appearance after
transferring from Siena last season.
At 6-0, La Salle is off to its best start since 1989, when
the Explorers won their first eight games on their way to a
30-2 finish. The last time La Salle won six games in a row
came in the 1990-91 season. .
La Salle 70, James Madison 58
HARRISONBURG, VA - With four players scoring in double
figures, the La Salle men's basketball team improved to
5-0 for the first time since 1994 with a 70-58 win over
James Madison at the JMU Convocation Center.
In a sloppy, turnover-filled game, the Explorers surged
ahead early. Leading 9-8 with under 12 minutes to play in
the first half, La Salle went on a 9-0 run to stretch its lead
to 10 points. After sophomore Tabby Cunningham sank a
three-pointer at the buzzer, the Explorers saw their lead
balloon to 18 points at the half. After hitting the first bas-
ket of the second stanza, La Salle saw its biggest lead of
the day at 20 points.
James Madison refused to roll over, as the Dukes
repeatedly attempted comebacks, shrinking La Salle's
lead to 11 at one point. That was as close as they would
come.
The Explorers once again used balanced scoring to
secure a win, this time surviving off-games from seniors
Steven Smith and Jermaine Thomas. Thomas scored
seven points, and Smith, who struggled from the field,
finished with 10 points and nine rebounds after fouling
out with under five minutes to play. Smith was whistled
for his fourth foul and received a technical while disputing
the call, ending his day early.
Cunningham led the Explorers, who shot 47 percent
from the floor, with 13 points. Fellow sophomore Darnell
Harris finished with 11 points and senior Lewis Fadipe
scored a season-high 10 points.
The Dukes' Daniel Freeman led all scorers with 21
points, all coming in the second half. Cavell Johnson
scored 13 for James Madison and Juwann James chipped
in 10. La Salle was outrebounded for the first time this
season as the Dukes grabbed 36 boards compared to the
Explorers' 30.
The win was the second in a row over a Colonial Athletic
Association team for the Explorers, who defeated Drexel,
62-50, at the Palestra on Dec. 3. La Salle will play one
more CAA opponent, when Hofstra visits Tom Gola Arena
on Dec. 30.
La Salle 62, Drexel 50
PHILADELPHIA, PA - All-America candidate Steven Smith
registered his second double-double of the season,
scoring 26 points and tying a career-high with 15
rebounds to lead La Salle (4-0) over crosstown rival Drexel
(3-5), 62-50, as part of the Big 5 Classic at the Palestra.
The Explorers are off to their best start since they went
5-0 at the outset of the 1994-95 season.
The first half was a closely contested one, as HO
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led by more than four points until the Explorers stretched
the lead to six with under a minute to play. A jumper by
Tabby Cunningham with two seconds to go in the half
gave La Salle an eight-point cushion at the break.
The Dragons fought back, cutting the lead to one point
with under eight minutes to play in the game, but a Mike
St. John three kickoff off a stretch that would seat the win
for La Salle.
On the next possession, St. John put up another three-
pointer that bounced off the rim. Freshman Paul Johnson
missed a put-back, but Smith slammed home a follow
dunk.
Drexel tried to press, but senior Jermaine Thomas
managed a long outlet pass for a fast-break dunk by
Smith, who was fouled. After converting the
old-fashioned three-point play, the score was 55-47. The
Dragons would get no closer.
St. John finished with nine points and seven rebounds
for the Explorers, who shot 43 percent from the floor.
Cunningham had six points and four assists.
Frank Elegar had a double-double for Drexel, leading
the team with 18 points and 13 rebounds. Freshman Scott
Rodgers kicked in eight points off the bench.
La Salle 75, Mount St. Mary's 51
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Seniors Steven Smith and Jermaine
Thomas combined to score 40 points and lead the
Explorers (3-0) over Mount St. Mary's, 73-51, at Tom Gola
Arena. By winning its first three games, the La Salle is off
to its best start since 1999. Smith led all scorers with 22
points and pulled in seven rebounds. Thomas netted 18
points and also grabbed seven boards.
The Explorers led for almost the entire game, trailing
only at the outset. La Salle led by as many as 29 points in
the second half. The win marked the first time since 2003
that the Explorers won by more than 20 points.
La Salle showed some flash in the first half, exciting the
crowd. Early on, senior Lewis Fadipe got his hand on a
shot by the Mount's Mychal Kearse, deflecting the ball
skyward. Smith tipped the ball several times before
eventually getting the ball to freshman Paul Johnson, who
corralled the rebound and fed a breaking Tabby
Cunningham. Cunningham whirled around in the paint
before dishing the ball to Smith, who threw down a dunk.
Later in the half, Johnson scored a layup on a nice
backdoor cut off a nifty feed from junior Mike St. John.
Fadipe recorded season highs in points (nine) and
rebounds (nine). Cunningham scored four points and had
four steals. Johnson finished with six points, including an
explosive two-handed dunk off a Mount St. Mary's
turnover.
Kearse and Landy Thompson each scored 12 points to
lead the Mountaineers. Charles Cook chipped in 11 off the
bench. The Mount (1-3) shot 28 percent from the floor,
compared to La Salle's 53 percent. The Explorers held the
edge in rebounding, 40-30.
La Salle 75, American 63
PHILADELPHIA, PA - Senior forward Steven Smith posted
31 points and 13 rebounds, earning his first double-
double of the season, as the Explorers defeated
American, 75-63, at Tom Gola Arena. La Salle is off to its
first 2-0 start since the 2002-03 season.
The Explorers trailed by two at the half in a tight back-
and-forth game. With the score tied at 45 and under 15
minutes to play, Smith made a play that seemed to swing
the game's momentum to the Explorers for good. Senior
Jermaine Thomas shot an airball that was headed out of
bounds under the net. Smith kept the play alive with a
miraculous diving underhand toss that sailed the ball
toward Tabby Cunningham. Cunningham dished the ball
to Lewis Fadipe, who drove home a dunk to put La Salle
up by two.
Two minutes later, Smith struck again, this time
spinning past a defender and banking a shot in off the
glass to stretch the lead to four. Smith was i2-for-23 from
the field. Seven of his boards came on the defensive end
of the court.
For the second-straight game three Explorers scored in
double-figures, with Thomas and freshman Paul Johnson
accompanying Smith. Thomas netted 14 points, including
a pair of treys, and Johnson chipped in 10 points.
La Salle outrebounded the Eagles by a 36-32 margin.
La Salle 70, UMBC 55 '
BALTIMORE, MD - A balanced scoring attack and solid •
free-throw shooting started the Explorers' season on a ,
positive note, as La Salle defeated Maryland-Baltimore
County, 70-55, at RAC Arena.
Three Explorers scored in double-digits, and six players 1
chipped in at least six points as La Salle earned its first ,
season-opening victory since 2003. Senior Jermaine
Thomas came off the bench to score a game-high 17
points. Fellow senior Steven Smith wound up a rebound I
shy of a double-double, scoring 15 points and snaring
{
nine boards. Sophomore guard Darnell Harris added 13
points, including a pair of treys.
'
The Explorers led for most of the game, building a 10-
point lead in the first half before heading into the locker
room leading the Retrievers, 35-29. UMBC scored the first
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eight points of the second half to take the lead, 37-35.
Stretching back to the first half, the Retrievers rattled off
12 consecutive points.
La Salle fought back from its shaky start to the second
stanza to once again take the lead with under 12 minutes
to play. The Explorers would see their cushion reach 13
points with 6:30 to play. La Salle held tough down the
stretch, limiting UMBC to just 18 points over the final 15
minutes. The Explorers shot 24-for-30 from the free-throw
line in the second half to seal the deal.
La Salle shot 43 percent from the field and 39 percent
from beyond the three-point arc. UMBC (1-1) hit 39
percent of its shots, but connected on just 19 percent of
its attempts from three-point land. Brian Hodges led the
Retrievers with 17 points; John Zito chipped in 10. La Salle
held a narrow edge in rebounds, 34-32.
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La Salle at UMBC American at La Salle
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La Salle at James Madison La Salle at Central Connecticut State
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On College Basketball By MikeJensen
La Salle's
secret weapon
keeps game
under control
I
* "
J.
Thf <-M I" -
player in the Atlantic Ten
No. 23 in a La Salle uniform.
Watching Jermaine Thomas'
every move yesterday, looking
for flaws, plays where he was
out of position, times he hurt
his team ... we're still looking
Once the Explorers point
guard, Thomas now mostly
plays shooting guard, because
that's where he's needed these
days at the Tom Gola Arena.
Yesterday, open teammates still
got the ball, every time, as soon
as they got open. Explorers star
Steven Smith, in his fourth sea-
son playing with Thomas, got it
right after their 75-63 victory
asked what happens when Tho-
"We get a little more — dont
take this wrong — a little more
out of control," Smith said. "The
game's a little more calm when
Jermaine's in."
He meant sophomore point
guard Tabby Cunningham, who
had eight assists yesterday,
shouldn't take it wrong.
"Tabby's a quick guard who
can make plays," Smith said.
"The game's that much faster
with Tabby on the court. Seven-
ty percent of the lime it really
works. But Tabby, he's going to
learn when to play his game
and when to slow II down Jer-
So why doesn't everyone else?
This year, the A 10 released a
10 player preseason all confer
ence first team and another 10
player second team, voted by
coaches and (lie media So it
was really a firs! team MCOOd
team, third team and fourth
learn. No Thomas anywhere
"Coach kind of brought thai
in ins .me 1:1 ion." Tbomai laid,
laying thai his coach, John
i.i.iiiiinii. in .i gave linn little
hag before delivering the news
"It just makes you .i tittle more
hungry."
"It may be ticking him oft. but
lu-'s the type, he would now
Father, Gregorj
i Few rowi be
bind I -i s.iiii \ bench yesterda]
ll'.v atmOSl like some kind nl
misguided shorthand is applied
io i.i s.,ii,s team Steven Smith
|| food. .111,1 I ,,
arrested and kicked out ol
Cfcool At 111, I,
be .in aawimptloB thai becauat
Smith is the NBA prospect, the
honorable-mention all-Ameri-
can — the guy who scored 31
points yesterday — there isn't
any other talent on the Explor-
Yet his 15.4 scoring average
last season in Atlantic Ten play
makes Thomas the fifth-leading
returning scorer in the league.
He tore a ligament in his left
ring finger late last season. May-
be voters remember how that
affected his play.
That's not it. In La Salle's last
seven games after that injury.
Thomas averaged 21.1 points a
game, never scoring less than
18. In that same span, Smith av-
eraged 18.1 a game.
And last season, Thomas —
finally free of thyroid problems
that plagued him for parts of
two seasons and left him really
depressed — had the fewest
turnovers of any A- 10 player
who averaged at least 30 min-
utes a game in league play. And
he averaged 36 minutes a game.
Yesterday was a pretty good
day to evaluate Thomas, since
he picked up two fouls in the
first three minutes. (Once, his
man got a step on him, and he
fouled rather than give up the
layup. Then a teammate al
lowed an American guard to
drive. Thomas fouled rather
than give up the Ijyup 1
He played just eight minutes
In the first half, was scoreless.
and La Salle trailed by two
That calmness Smith was refer
ring to was definitely missing.
second half. Thomas ran his
man into a screen, then Mislead
of running through it. Thomas
cut straight back to a corner,
losing the defender for good
He look a pass from tunning
ham and drained time point
n tin- RrSI Dl bil M second hall
When rhomai had the ball
and spotted smith onh drawing
single coverage ha Immediate
ly lobbed Smith Ihr Kill
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Smith pushes La Salle past Drexel
By Ray Parrillo
INQUIRER STAFF WRITER
It was midway through the second
half, following a time-out and a brief
chat with a referee, when the serene
demeanor that La Salle's Steven Smith
has brought to the basketball court for
more than three superb seasons finally
gave way to an expression of anger.
And that, in turn, meant trouble for
Drexel.
When play resumed, the 6-foot-7
Smith made it clear he planned to
show the Palestra crowd why he is an
ail-American candidate.
In a blink, he scored three baskets,
uncharacteristically pumping his fists
after each one, and went on to score 13
of his game-high 26 points in the final
8V2 minutes as La Salle (4-0) pulled
away from Drexel, 62-50, in the first
game of yesterday's Big Five Classic
doubleheader.
"I was getting a little frustrated,"
said Smith, who also pulled down 15
rebounds as the Explorers opened the
season with four consecutive wins for
the first time since they won their first
five of the 1994-95 season. "I was get-
ting beaten up in the post, which I
should be used to, but I was letting it
get to me at the time.
"Then we called a time-out, and I
thought, the next time I get the ball,
I'm going to do what I do and put the
ball in the hole and not let anyone stop
me, including the refs or the two, three
defenders who were sticking me. This
was my first Palestra win at La Salle
and that just all came out in me. I try
to keep a level head, but today I
couldn't."
Smith and the Explorers had lost
their 10 previous games at the Palestra
and 12 straight against city rivals.
"I feel like we just beat a quality team,"
La Salle coach John Giannini said.
In a game that was tight until Smith
decided to flex his muscle, 6-8 Frank
VICKI VALERIO / Inquirer Staff Photographer
Steven Smith jams the ball through
the hoop under pressure from Drexel's
Scott Rodgers. Smith scored a
game-high 26 points for the Explorers.
Elegar (18 points, 13 rebounds) was dom-
inating the second half for Drexel, scor-
ing the Dragons' first 10 points after the
break as they pulled within 40-39. Smith
made it 46-41 with his third straight bas-
ket before Mike St. John drained a three-
pointer. Smith dunked a teammate's
missed shot, then later broke open the
game with a flurry of five more points
that made it 58^7.
The loss was the fifth straight for
Drexel (3-5) and its third in a row to a
city rival since the Dragons threw
scares into No. 1 Duke and No. 16
UCLA in the NIT Season Tip-Off at Mad-
ison Square Garden. Yesterday's game
was the eighth in 20 days for the Drag-
ons, which has robbed them of some
valuable practice time. Coach Bruiser
Flint suspects his team may be a bit
spent, both physically and mentally.
"No question," Flint said when asked
if his team is drained. "I think you can
see we were a step behind. We've
played eight games and they were eight
emotional games. I don't know if we've
been able to get to that emotional pitch.
It's a young team and maybe I'm asking
too much. But that's no excuse. You've
still got to come ready to play. "
Although the season is young, yester-
day's win was further evidence of La
Salle's progress since last season,
which was Giannini's first. Most of last
season, Giannini worked with seven
scholarship players, yet the Explorers
went 5-5 in the final 10 games. Smith
and senior guard Jermaine Thomas
are proven quality players. At 6-10, se-
nior Lewis Fadipe gives them an active
rebounder and defensive presence.
Contact staff writer Ray Parrillo
at 215-854-2743 or
rparrillo@phillynews.com.
La Salle 62, Drexel 50
DREXEL Miii FfrA ft* R F
Totals 200 22-61 2-3 29 17 15 50
LA SALLE Mia FG-A FT-A R F A Pts
Johnson 25 3-9 0-0 4 ? 1 6
40 11-23 4-7 lb a 26
Fadife 1-3 1-2 3
29 2-4 2-3 2 6
HarhT
37
29
3-7
1-6
2-2
0-0 ?
2
]
9
3
St. John 29 4-6 0-0 7 1 3 9
Totals 200 25-58 9-14 37 14 10 62
Halftime: La Salle. 35-27. Three-point goals: Drexel 4 -14
(Sanchez 0-2. Mason 1-3. Mejia 1-5. Rogers 2-3, Oveneke 0-1).
La Salle 3 13 (Johnson 0-2. Smith 0-2, Cunningham 0-1. Thomas
1-2. Harris 1-4. SL John 1-2). Team Rebounds: Drexel 5. La Salle
5. Turnovers: Drexel 12. La Salle 13. Blocked shots: Drexel 5
(Crawford 4. Mejia 1). La Salle 3 (Johnson 1, Fadife 1. Cunning-
ham 1 ) Officials: Jamie Luckie. Dyke Edsall and Dwayne Glad-
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Explorers showing their
program is on rebound
A year ago, it was "a program in critical
condition," according to coach John Gian-
nini.
. ^ __.. .
It has, however, upgraded very quickly.
From critical to serious — now stabilized
and rapidly approaching "good." With its
first 5-0 start since 1994, the La Salle bas-
ketball team seems to be on the cusp of
something special.
"I don't think it's really surprising," jun-
ior forward Mike St..John said after a re-
cent practice. "I think we knewwe had it in
us all along. But it's really a small step right
now. We have a long season ahead of us so
we really can't be satisfied. We have to con-
centrate on the things that got us wins in
the first five games and help us with the 25
we have left."
Giannini couldn't have scripted
St. John's response any better. Although
the giddiness that accompanies a fast
start, particularly for a program so knee-
deep in controversy the past year and a
half, is present, Giannini is doing his best
to downplay the early success.
"It's great to have people excited about
this team,lbut it is so incredibly early," Gi-
annini said. "I mean, we're only one-sixth
ofthe way through the season."
True, but the first five wins couldn't have
played out any better. All five have been by
double figures. They have won when star
forward Steven Smith has dominated, as
he does regularly. More impressive, they
have won when Smith and fellow senior
Jermaine Thomas both had off days, as
was the case against James Madison last
Sunday.
In that game, the two combined for just
17 points and shot 3-for-18 from the floor.
Still, the Explorers semi-coasted to a 70-58
win. Their next test is Tuesday at home
against Florida International.
A roster that really had just seven ser-
viceable players last season has grown to a
solid rotation ofeight, and will add another
piece on Sunday at Central Connecticut
State when freshman Marshall Taylor, a
rugged 6-5 forward, becomes eligible after
transferring from Siena.
"One of the neat things about them is
that they are really good guys," Giannini
said of his club. "Also, the pieces of this
team fit together so well. Tabby [Cunning-
ham] is an energetic point guard who can
make things happen and be very disrup-
tive on defense; Jermaine and Darnell
[Harris] are great shooters and are very
smart; Mike and Lewis [Fadipe] are good
post defenders and rebounders. Paul
Johnson gives us a wing who can run and
slash and get defensive rebounds. Sher-
man [Diaz] gives us valuable minutes, and,
of course, Steve is a terrific scorer and
does so many things."
The improvement on the court is undeni-
able. And the wins have made this tight
group even closer.
During a preseason practice, St. John
was asked about an offseason foot injury. "I
lost a little quickness because of it," said
the 6-8, 250-pound St. John. This com-
ment drew laughs from teammates, as St.
John and quick are rarely joined. The fiery
St. John fired a nasty look at teammates.
"Mike doesn't like jokes about his quick-
ness," Giannini explained.
During the recent practice, however, St.
John joked to a reporter sitting courtside
about how he had regained his quickness.
Everyone got a good laugh. Including St.
John.
Winning will do that to a person, a team, a
program. The record is fine. But all believe
it's nothing close to where theywant to be.
"Our main goal was to see how good we
could be, to see how much we could im-
prove from last season and the seasons
past," Smith said. "All we've done is start-
ed off the way we wanted to start off. But
John Giannini has La Salle at 5-0.
that doesn't mean we're satisfied at all. We'
want to continue to improve.
"
And as the wins continue, the goals can"
come more into focus.
"We will always want to be in the NCAA
Tournament," Giannini said. "Every teami
wants that. I think if you don't talk about,
getting to that level as a program, you're'
not trying to do something special. Whenj
that happens for us remains to be seen.
But it's certainly something we look for-|
ward to at some point in the future.
"In the immediate sense, what's very im4
portant to our program is to break theg
12-season losing streak. That's a very long'
time and that just needs to be broken be-^
fore we look at anything else. That's the
most important thingwe can do." *
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Explorers win
in 4 overtimes
LA SALLE from Cl
Harris, who scored 16 points. "1
just tried to get up the best shot
"1 knew he fouled me. I just
didn't know if the official
- going to call it until I saw his
hand up," Harris said.
Despite missing the first shot,
Harris, who said he was in-
high school, stayed focused.
! coaches all love me, and
wasn't going to Ujt them down,"
Paul Johnson also scored in
- double figures for La Salle with
13 points, and Jermaine Tho-
mas and Marshall Taylor each
added 10 points to the La Salle
. total.
Tristan Blackwood led five
Central Connecticut players in
double figures with 28 points
> Yvb. : . 2H02, '
sua! Butler scored
triumph over Rhode Island in
the Tom Gola Arena.
"It's the wildest game I ever
played in," Smith said. "It was
the longest I've ever played in
my career. I was just exhausted
." at the end.
s shocked when I
both ti s leave
"1 just wish our defe
bounding could have 1
easily in regulation," 1
The Blue Devils had a 100-95
lead midway through the final
period off a 6-0 run.
Mojica forced the fourth over-
time with a jumper with 4.4 sec-
onds left in the third overtime.
La Salle's 6-0 start is the Ex-
him (Harris) and saw him get
hit," Smith said. "Both teams
played great, and they deserved
Giannini said he didn't see
the final play clearly, but added,
"people who did thought Harris
"We're extremely fortunate
to win. Many times you don't
get that kind of call at the
plum
n the way tc l .10 2
by Lione
be particularly fond of
dominated
going to
," Giannini said, c
his team's execution in regula-
tion. "It was an agonizing game
memorable to the players and
fans who saw it."
La Salle hosts Florida Interna-
tional tomorrow night and then
The TVcrewjust knew
questions were coming
ments after Darnell Harris' last-
second jumper fell short in the
fourth overtime. La Salle's
Steven Smith thought it was
It's Not Over Until ...
It's Over/Over/Over/Overtime
32 34 6 '
Second overtime: Smith hits a three with 5 seconds left to
tie it at 83. Chiera misses a long three at the buzzer.
Third overtime: Darnell Harris hits a three with 30 seconds
left tor a 93-91 lead. Mojica hits a jumper with 4.4 seconds
3S a 22-footer at ihe buzzer
Fourth overtime: Central leads, 106-102, with 38 seconds
left as La Salle's Sherman Diaz and Sean Meal enter the
game tor the first time because Marshall Taylor louls out
and Jermaine Thomas goes down with an apparent knee
injury. With 14 seconds left, Diaz gets an offensive rebound
and passes to Smith, who hits a three with 8.6 seconds left
1o make it 106-105. With 5.2 seconds left, Mojica is fouled,
but he misses both tree throws. Harris gets the rebound.
But the CN8 television crew
knew there was still life left in
this amazing game in New Brit-
ain, Conn. The whistle had been
shot, but hardly anyone could
tell as Central led, 106-105.
"The officials came to us,"
said CN8 play-by-play announc-
er Scott Graham. "Was it a
three? Did the shot get off and
nately, the main [TV) shot did not
have the clock attached to it."
They couldn't go to the replay,
so they had to find another an-
While Gr
air, color
Kennedy
"When it happened in real tir
Great Explorations
Central Connecticut was
one for the ages, led by
Steven Smith's career-high
41 points.
The last La Salle player to
was Rasual Butler (44 points
against Rhode Island in a
77-64 win on Feb. 23.
.a Salle. The Explorers
5-1 in their last six
dime games, including
Loyola Marymount in
B The last time La Salle
II was easy to tell that tl
shot was a three-pointer. "It w
ir by about a foot, foot-and
half," Kennedy said.
shot beats the clock
ree-point arc. The
is clangs the first
il official made the call,'
Kennedy said. "He was right ir
front of us and we were the only
people in building who
'
foul was called. I said, l Knew Harris missea tne nrst tree
they'd be over in a few minutes.'
"
thaw, but nailed the last two for
The people in the truck found the incredible 107-106 viclory. If
whal they were looking for. A the original shot was not a three-
handheld camera at midcourt pointer, the game would have
had the shot with the time left, been tied again,
one-tenth of a second, and the "And we'd still be there,"
ball already out of Harris' Kennedy said.
Rough start,
perfect ending
for Explorers
It was all there for the taking.
La Salle sitting at 6-0, its best
start since the 1989-90 season.
Its opponent, Florida Interna-
tional, was ending a four-game
road trip-in which it lost the first
three games (to George Washing-
ton, Notre Dame and Michigan
State) by a total of86 points. Also,
FlU's leading scorer and rebound-
er, Ivan Almonte (14.7 points, U.6
rebounds), was sidelined with a
high right ankle sprain.
The Explorers were coming off
a dramatic four-overtime win on
Sunday at Central Connecticut
State, a victory that captured
some national attention and the
hearts ofmany.
A 7-0 start seemed inevitable.
Then La Salle took the floor for
the first half.
All the ingredients of a tried
team were on display: Fouls after
missed foul shots; leaving their
feet on pump fakes at the defen-
sive end; getting outhustlcd for re-
bounds. Those all led to the Ex-
plorers digging themselves into a
16-point deficit.
But after coach John Giannini
blasted his team in the locker
room, the Explorers fought and
clawed and somehow willed their
way to a 70-61 overtime win at
Tom Gola Arena last night in
front ofa boisterous crowd.
Almost as suddenly as a broken
shoelace, Giannini has turned
this program around. A winning
season for the first time since
, 1992-93 seems likely.
"I think it was a very difficult
V> go into," said Giannini,
E 1 ... in hi:
is with the team.
I spoke with since
the Central Connecticut game
talked about Florida Internation-
al All anyone wanted to talk
about was Central Connecticut
and Villanova (tomorrow night's
opponent ). I thoughtwe looked ex-
hausted at the beginning of the
game. And I thought we weren't
Both of those lapses helped the
Golden Panthers race to a 39-23
lead at the break. La Salle's ineffi-
ciency allowed FIU to make 11 of
its first 16 shots, 16 of 29 (55 per-
cent) overall and 6 of 11 from be-
yond the arc.
Then came the blistering half-
"Oh, coach was really pissed
off," said reserve Sherman Diaz,
who scored a career-high 11
points in 21 minutes, none coming
in the first half. "Coach let us
know how sloppy we played, and
we knew it. It wasn't the way we
play. We knew that. He told me to
be ready, and I was."
Diaz scored the first four points
of a 8-0 run to begin the half and
gave the team an energetic boost
no one provided before the break.
Two straight tough inside bas-
kets by Steve Smith (16 points)
pulled the Explorers to 47-40 with
11 minutes, 2 seconds remaining
in the game.
FIU increased the lead back to
eight, at 53-45, with 6:55 remain-
ing when Smith committed his
fourth foul and Chris Fuller
canned one of two from the line.
Smith found himself on the
star player, the Explorers reeled
off a 9-0 run, highlighted by two
treys from Jermaine Thomas (13
points, including his career
1,000th), to take a 54-53 lead.
"When Steve's not in the game,
we know that we have other weap-
ons in Jermaine and Darnell [Har-
ris, 12 points] and Sherman," said
Mike St. John, who collected 13
points and 12 rebounds. "We
know we all have to produce
when he's not there."
Smith, however, did return and
his layup off a Thomas feed with
32 seconds remaining tied the
game at 59-59. La Sail- hold off
Fid's final at tempt and overtime,
yet again, was at hand.
La Salle owned the extra time,
with Diaz contributing six of his
team's 11 points in the period, and
the Explorers were allowed to
thinking about tomorrow
night's matchup with the 7-0 and
third-ranked Wildcats.
"It's hard to bebeve where we
are now, at 7-0, after where this
team has been," Smith said. "But
it's also not hard to believe be-
cause of all the hard work the
players and coaches have put in."
And it's all led to this amazing gj^
and almost unimaginable start p«7
And tomorrow night at the Pavil Feb. (
ion, for the first time in Big Five ££>
history, two 7-0 Big Five teams
„!'b »,' ,'%s
will play each other.
"I haven't started to think
almut Villanova yet," said Gianni
ni."l don't look ahead"
No doubt he started early to
DREAM MATCHUP

Giannini feeling
right at home
with Explorers
> T°w O hi
University of
k "We [he anil his wife, Donna]
" were unbelievably h.ippy there,"
he said after a recent practice.
"We had a beautiful house on a
beautiful lake — and 1 like to fish.
It would be like a golfer living on
Pebble Beach. I was really happy"
So what in God's name made
him decide to take over the La
Salle program in August 2004? It
was a program that hadn't had a
winning season since 1992-93 and
was mired in controversy.
"Professionally, there was a lot
of things that 1 couldn't do at
>k Maine that were possible at
1.;, Salle and the Atlantic 10," said
Cianr.irii, 43. "I was excited about
Ethat.
And coming back to the area
does feel very much like coming
home to Donna and me."
The Explorers, who play Rhode
Island at 4 today at Tom Gola Are-
na, are off to a 10-4 start, which
has spread optimism like wildfire
at the 20th and Olney campus.
Giannini's coaching career
took off in this area, when he won
tin- Divi; ion 111 national champi
on- hip in JUU6, in his seventh and
final season at Rowan in Glass-
boro, N.J. He parlayed that into
the Maine job, where basketball
»i- by far the : ..-.-..ml port lu-hmd
hockey.
Both ofthose jobs, he says, pre-
pared him for the challenge that
TONIGHTS GAMES
Who: Rhode Island (8-6. 2-1
Atlantic 10) at La Salle (10-4, 2 2).
When: 4 o'clock.
ESPN (920 AM).
25 years and been happy. And
then La Salle happened And
there's challenges here. But I
could also see myselfstaying here
for 25 years and being happy. The
challenges are what drives a
coach to always do a betterjob.
"Here, it means we have to re-
cruit well. That means not set-
tling. That means not taking play-
ersjost to take playen I wont do
that. Recruiting is important and
I work hard at it because you
have to stick with it until you get
the right players. As long as we do
that and we don't settle, we'll
have the kind of roster we want
and well be fine. Mathematically,
that will take several years."
Don't confuse his comments as
patience. His sideline antics and
outbursts plainly show Giannini's
desire to win. He loves the kids he
iwfac
"Rowan r.,1.1
the opportunity al M .hi. iv a In.
Fcruitmg challeni"- tli. i. I.ni v..
were able to get players far Utter
'Ii.iiiHh- Am. ura East level.
i . ould have i tayi d tin ra fa
irything
.
how to win. But the fact remains
that only two players, freshmen
Paul Johnson and Marshall Tay-
lor, were brought in on scholar-
ships by Giannini. The others
were recruited by the previous
coaching staff It's like trying to
fit pieces from one puzzle into an-
hin d at tin- end of the
and then trying to coach a tram
that he hardly knew — would find
- lorward Steven
|
•
;
i . I., i i. ,11 .,i
coach) got to know each other,
and then in the second half, he
knew what he had and he could re-
ally coach us better.
"We finished 5-5 the last 10
games. That alone shows what a
good coach he is."
Coaching has been in Gianni-
ni's blood since his playing days
were over at Division III North
Central College in NapervUle, 111.
He originally planned to be a
coach and a teacher at the Divi-
sion III level.
"That's why I went to get my
doctorate at Illinois," he said. He
servedasagrad.i. i
Illini coach Lou Henson for 2
years, and the team went to the Fi-
nal Kour in 19K9. He earned a doc-
torate in kinesiology with a spe-
cialization in sports psychology
from Illinois in 1992.
He is a stickler for detail. Rare-
ly doat ..milling go unnoticed.
There are no throw-away respons-
es or questions. Everything with
him has to be settled the right
"His attention to detail is what
wins games," I-a Salle assistant
coach Ashley Howard said.
"Things that other people don't
pay attention to, he does. He is
brutally honest and can be very
critical, but that's because now
his players have shown him they
can play at a certain level. And he
expects them to be at their high-
est level all the time
"
His p o field a
lollC, athletu |.l -
gotten commitments for next
year from five play en who fit just
that mold
"You can't win at tliis level with
ind I small front-
It's going to be
hard for us to recruit big men
ready to pla) at I Inch level And
if you don't hava big men ready to
play at a high level, you really
can't have small guards. I really
think that the versatile, midsize,
athletic player is what we can real-
istically recruit
"In the long run, when we have
a roster like that it can also create
a unique style ofplay. When a pro-
gram doesn't have all the advan-
tages, sometimes being a little bit
different helps. Temple is a
unique team to play against.
George Washington is a unique
team to play against West Virgin
ia is a unique team to play
against. 1 want to recruit players
who are ready to contribute and
create a style of play that can DC
effective and hard to play
The plan is ui place, and so is
the coach and his family
"This does feel very much like
coming home i» Dona and me."
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Senior moments help La Salle snap skid
m\iU\
The eyes ofthe La Salle basket-
ball team, filled with such opti-
mism during a 10-2 start, lately
had taken more frustrating rolls
than a bad-luck craps shooter.
Five straight losses will do that
to a team and its coaches.
Seniors Jermaine Thomas and
Steven Smith have been through
a lot of tough times in their 4
years at 20th and Olney. While
bad, a five-game losing streak is
not a character-breaker. Yester-
day, they carried the Explorers to
a 68-61, Atlantic 10 victory over
Massachusetts in front ofa hearty
Tom GolaArena crowd of3,132.
The win improved La Salle to
11-7, 3-4 in the conference.
UMass, which had won four of
six, fell to 9-8, 4-3.
"Steve and I talked a lot earlier
this week," said Thomas, who
had 19 points, six rebounds, five
assists and four steals. "We've
been around each other a lot and
we decided we're the seniors, so
we've got to turn this thing
around. We knew we had to lead
by example and we took the los-
ing streak personally."
The worth of the two players
was in plain sight yesterday. Af-
ter giving the Explorers a 3-2
lead on a trey from the right
wing, Smith fell to the floor,
tweaking an already-sore right
ankle. He sat for the next 3 min-
utes while the ankle was retaped.
La Salle's possessions during
those 3 minutes went air ball,
missed jumper, blocked shot,
missed three-pointer, turnover,
missedjumper, turnover. The Ex-
plorers fell behind, 9-3.
Following Smith's return, the
Explorers scored 12 straight
points (six by Smith, fivebyThom-
as) and never trailed again.
"Losing five games in a row,
things were pretty much out in
the open, nothing needed to be
said that coach (John Giannini]
hadn't already addressed after
the losses," said Smith (24
points, nine rebounds and four
assists). "We just had to go out
and respond, we had to go out
and stop talking and go out and
try to play the perfect game. You
can't play the perfect game, obvi-
ously, but you can try to play a
game as perfect as you can."
Massachusetts doesn't allow
teams to come anywhere close to
playing perfectly. Don't forget,
this is the team that held Temple
to 34 points on Jan. 21. Before
yesterday, it was holding A-10
opponents to only 54 points a
game. La Salle solved that
problem. The 68 points it
scored were the most given up
by UMass in seven games.
But even more impressive
was La Salle's defense, which
concentrated on shutting
down the inside scoring of
Rashaun Freeman and
Stephane Lasme, and keyed
on getting a hand on sniper
JeffViggiano.
Constant double-teams limit-
ed Freeman (11) and Lasme
(13) to 24 points, while Vig-
giano missed all six field goal at-
tempts and had just one point.
"When your point guard
[Chris Lowe] shoots 16 shots
and your wing shooter doesn't
make any, 1 don't care who
you're playing, it's hard to
win," said Minutemen coach
Travis Ford. "La Salle did a
wonderful job of doubling our
guys down low and taking
away our outside shooting."
Still, when UMass employed
a 1-3-1 halfcourt trapping de-
fense midway through the sec-
ond half, it quickly chopped a
10-point deficit to 59-56 with
2 minutes, 26 seconds left on a
driving 5-footer by Lowe.
But Thomas hit a 10-footer
with 1:51 left, and he and Smith
finished the scoring from the
foul line as La Salle surpassed
its win total of each of the last
The Explorers also got a
boost from guard Darnell Har-
ris, who made four of seven
three-point attempts and con-
tributed 14 points.
"The frustration ofthe losing
streak is a cancerous type of
thing," said Thomas, sporting
an ice bag on his right hip after
a nasty fall late in the game. "If
you see one person getting real
upset, everyone else kind of
does it. Steve and 1 had to make
sure that everyone stayed fo-
cused and concentrated on
playing La Salle basketball."
Which, according to Gianni-
ni, shouldn't have been too
hard.
"Steve just had a really
gutsy performance," he said.
"Darnell and Jermaine played
very well, and we need that bal-
ance. This team has been
through far worse than five
losses. These guys are going to
be successes in life because
they've just handled everything get about five," he said. "That',
that's come their way." just me, 1 hate to lose."
Maybe not as well as the coach He and his fellow senior made
thinks, according to Thomas. sure it didn't happen a sixth
"I hate losing one in a row, for- straight time. *
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La Salle dumps Xavier,
clinches winning season
It's been 13 years since
the Explorers' last one.
Steven Smith led the
way with 23 points.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CINCINNATI — Steven Smith
scored 23 points yesterday, and
La Salle held on for a 79-70 vic-
tory over Xavier at the Cintas
Center to clinch its first win-
ning season in 13 years.
It was the fifth consecutive
win for the Explorers (15-7, 7-4
Atlantic Ten Conference).
"Obviously, a tremendous win
against a strong opponent in a
tough place," La Salle coach
John Giannini said.
"Lots of firsts today," Gianni-
ni said. "It's our fourth road win
in the A-10 — last year we set a
school record with three. It's
our first win in the Cintas Cen-
ter in the six years it's been
open."
Senior forward Brian Thorn-
ton, who leads Xavier (14-7, 5-5)
in scoring and rebounding,
broke his right ankle while go-
la Salle 79, Xavier 70
LA SALLE ma FfrA FT-A R F ' A Pts
Johnson
Smith
Harris
Thomas 39 4-8 7-8 8 2 6 18
Taylor 20 1-3 0-00222
Diaz 6 1-20-00002
1 0-1 0-00000
36 8-19 6-6
St John 28 2-3 1-2 9 4 7
Totals 200 25-56 20-25 43 20 1 79
XAVIER Mia FfrA FT-A R F > Pts
Cage
Thornton
32 2^1 5-7
26 0-6 2-4
10 2-2 4-A
5 5
5
9
2
Burrell
Duncan
Raymond
37 7-19 0-0 2
Totab 200 22-60 20-28 28 19 13 70
Halftone: La Salle, 40-34 Three-point goals: La Salle
(9-19): Thomas 3-4, Harris 3-7, St. John 2-2. Smith
13. Diaz 0-1, Taylor. 0-1, Johnson 0-1; Xavier (6-26):
Duncan 3-8, Finn 2-5, Burrell 1 -7, Wolf 0-1, Raymond
0-2, Doellman 0-3. Team Rebounds: La Salle 1 , Xaviet
Salle (3): Smith 2, Diaz 1 ; Xavier (8): Thornton 2. Doell
man 2, Caudle 1 , Raymond 1 . Duncan 1 , Finn 1 . Offi-
cials: Earl Walton. Fran Connolly and Tracy Wood-
ing for a loose ball with 7 min-
utes, 35 seconds left in the first
half. Coach Sean Miller said
Thornton, who has been the con-
ference's player of the week
four times, will miss the rest of
the season.
When Thornton went out, Xa-
vier fell behind and never
caught up. There were seven
lead changes in the first half,
but La Salle took advantage of
Thornton's absence and pulled
ahead, 58-43, on Darnell Ha'rris'
three-pointer midway through
the second half.
Stanley Burrell led Xavier
with 15 points.
He scored eight consecutive
points for the Musketeers dur-
ing a 10-3 run that cut the lead
to 67-65 with four minutes to
play. Xavier got the ball back
with a chance to pull ahead, but
Justin Doellman's three-pointer
rimmed out.
Smith made a pair of free
throws to stop the comeback
and went 6 for 6 from the line in
the closing minutes. Smith also
had a game-high 11 rebounds
for La Salle, which dominated
the boards, 44-31. It was Smith's
sixth double-double of the sea-
son. Harris and Jermaine Tho-
mas added 18 points apiece for
the Explorers.
Win-happy Explorers
aim to exploit success
By Ray Parrillo
INQUIRER STAFF WRITER
It's
understandable if follow-
ers ofU Salle basketball
are
robbing their eyes
after ooking
S the Atlantic Ten Conference
standings these days,
suspect-
S"Se *«* be upside down.
,
But there's no
mistake^ The
Explorers are fourth
in the 14-
S£ league with a 74 -gd.
And at 15-7 overall, they
have
Sre wins than any A-lC.team
except the conference
heavy-
weight, seventh-ranked
George
Washington. They have
as-
sured Aemselves a
winning
Reason for the first
time since
"going 14-13 in
1992-93-
? La Salle, which started
the
Reason having won only 33
per-
intofitsA-lOgainessmcejouv
ting the league for
the 1995-96
fason, has never
had a win-
ning record in
league play. But
legitimized its turnaround
last
STdefeating Massachu-
setts and Xavier on
the road,
|nd will take a five-game
win-
rtng streak into
tonight's game
against St. Bonaventure
at Tom
Sa Arena. One of thosenn.
came against Temple,
La Salle s
fS ovfr a city rival in four sea-
S?they stay in the top four,
the Explorers
will draw a bye
S thefirst round of the eonfer-
.ence tournament,
which begins
March 8 in Cincinnati
and
could be headed for
the NIT.
°Before the season,
second-
year coach John
Gianmni said
[he return of
star forward
Steven Smith could
help the
feambuUdabridgetothefu-
Vure by helping
dispel the cul
Jure of losing that
had gripped
She program.
Smith returned af-
Sr declaring for the NBA
draft.
Well it appears
the bridge
hafbe'enbuUt-No^theques
tnm is: Where will
it lead-
^Drexel at George Mason,
Ra
P
d£wNTP-AM(990).
St. Bonaventure
atLaSalle,7p.m :
Radio: WPHY-AM (920).
What impact will a
successful
season have on
next years
team, which won't
have Smith
or guard Jermaine
Thomas La
Salle's two best
players, but
^ringinfivenewplayers-
four promising
recruits from
successful high school
pro-
grams and a transfer
from Prov
fdence in DeSean White?l
"An^eaprogram is having
•success kids come m a little bit
more enthusiastically
and posi-
tively and end up
hstenmgabt-
tle better immediately,
Gianni
ntsaid. "I think
you c^n say
the/11 come in
thinking, Hey
SUe guys JjMjSS
eood going and I better
listen.
g
So far, Giannini
has reached
the goals he
established when
he took over the job.
By all accounts,
his first full
recruSng crop is
impressive,
ncKng 6-foot-o Kimmani
Rarrett of Paterson (NJ.)
V«™
oh?M Rodney Green of Prep
Charter; 6-7 Brian
Grimes of
Germantown Academy-,
and 6-7
Yves Mekongo-Mbala
of St.
Patrick (Elizabeth,
N.J-)-S year, the goal was a wnv
ning season,"
Gianmni said. I
Contact staff writer
Ray Parrillo
at 215-854-2743
or
rparrfo@phillynews.com.
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Explorers enjoy
entertaining win
Steven Smith's stellar
second half put away I
pesky Dayton for their \
seventh straight win.
By Ray Parrillo
{
It was apparent from the j
opening* tip-off yesterday at !
Tom Gola Arena that the feel- .
good story evolving at La Salle
;
had yet to spread to Dayton, as i
the up-and-down Flyers boldly
}
answered just about everything I
Highly entertaining from ]
start to finish, the Atlantic Ten
Conference game was like a
show in which everyone had a
chance to stand at center stage.
But as the game neared con-
clusion, it became obvious the
outcome would be decided by
one of the two best players on
the floor: La Salle's Steven Smith
or Dayton's Brian Roberts.
Smith and the Explorers (17-7,
closer to nailing down a first-
round bye in the conference i
tournament with a 74-71 win I
Smith scored 19 of his game- ]
throws, and along with his team- I
mates held his breath at the end, i
when Roberts, a dynamic sopho-
more, was off-target on consecu-
tive three-point attempts before
the horn sounded.
"Brian Roberts was extremely
hard to stop," said La Salle
team clinched its first winning
record in the A-10 since joining
the league in the 1995-96 sea-
son. The Explorers are in sole
possession of third place. "We
i were very fortunate they
missed those last couple shots."
Giannini was being gracious.
Roberts, who scored 21 of his 24
points in the second half, was
smothered on the perimeter by
rapidly switching La Salle de-
fenders. Roberts, who had
made four of his previous five
three-point shots, was about
five feet behind the stripe when
fewer than five seconds to go.
After teammate Charles Little
tapped the rebound back out to
that lasted the
final 33 seconds. Earlier in the
possession, La Salle's Sherman
a Salle 74, Dayton 71
you're winning," said Harris,
who sank four of La Salle's 10
three-point baskets against a
team that leads the league in
defending agai '
'
!
I didn't even follow through on
it. I just flicked it up there. That
' was pretty funny to me."
|
Harris followed with a deep
i three-pointer, and Smith helped
1 hold off Roberts' surge from the
: free-throw line.
;
Jermaine Thomas contribut-
i ed 17 points and five assists for
i
La Salle.
I
Next up for La Salle is a visit
Wednesday to league heavy-
! weight and No. 7-ranked
i George Washington.
i
"We know how good they are.
i We know they are living up to
\
their ranking," Giannini said of
i
the Colonials. "It's a tremen-
: dous challenge for us."
Monty Scott, Dayton's second-
j
leading scorer, returned after
i missing five games with a stress
fracture in his left foot. He played
16 minutes and had one basket.
Notes. Giannini ^aid he would be
surprised if freshman guard Mar-
shall Taylor returned this season.
The 6-foot-4 Taylor had sur-
gery Wednesday after his appen-
them. He had dix ruptured. He was scheduled
to be released from Albert Ein-
stein Medical Center yesterday.
"He's doing better," Giannini
said. "Everything went well. He's
passed the worst part of it. There
may be a chance [of returning],
but 1 would be surprised."
Roberts, v
Diaz blocked a short jumper by
/ho then was off on a
drive to the basket.
"We just didn't want to get
caught on a screen or let some-
one get open," Giannini said.
The game had 20 lead chang-
es, 15 in the second half. Sopho-
more Darnell Harris, one of the
league's most dangerous three-
point shooters during La Salle's
winning streak, scored 16
points. He gave the Explorers a
55 S3 lead with 9 minutes, 5 sec-
onds left on a three-pointer and
they never again trailed.
"My confidence (in shooting
threes] has always been up
there, but it's even better when
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ISiSlS'-'otf Schedule
Sun. 20 at Maryland - Baltimore Co. 6:00 PM
Sat. 26 AMERICAN 2:05 PM
Wed. 30 Mount Saint Mary's 7:05 PM
Sat. 3 [
Sun. 11 a
Sun. 18 a
Tue. 20 F
Thu. 22 a
Wed. 28 S
Fri. 30 H
January
Wed. 4
Sat. 7 a
Wed. 11 C
Sat. 14 a
Wed. 18 R
Sat. 21 a
Wed. 25 a
Sun. 29 A
February
Wed. 1 a
Sat. 4 T
Wed. 8 a
Sat. 11 a
Wed. 15 S
Sat. 18 D
Wed. 22 a
March
Wed.i a
Sat. 4 . S
DREXEL (Big 5 Classic)
t James Madison
t Central Connecticut St.
LORIDA INTERNATIONAL
t Villanova
t. Francis (PA)
OFSTRA
DUQUESNE
t Richmond
HARLOTTE
t Temple
HODE ISLAND
t Saint Joseph's
t Penn
MASSACHUSETTS
f
t Duquesne
EMPLE
t Massachusetts
t Xavier
T. BONAVENTURE
AYTON
t George.Washington
1 t Fordham /
A I NTlOimS
Wed. -Sat., AUantioicrChampionships
12:00 RMr
2:00 PM
12:05 PM
7:05 PM
7:30 PM
7:05 PM
7:05 PM
12:05 PM
7:00 PM
7:05 PM
12:00 PM
4:05PM
12:05 PM
8:00 PM
2:05 PM
7:05 PM
4:05 PM
7:00 PM
12:05 PM
7:05 PM
2:05 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
2:05 PM
/
